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WHICH?
Shall the Church or the G ov
ernment rule England, is a
question which will gain mo
mentum.
Shall the Church or the G ov
ernment rule the lives of those
who have made the mistake of
not choosing wisely in matri
m ony?
W ill the iron hand of the cen
turies wreck the Kingdom —
or shall the experiences of the
centuries stay the iron hand?
Surely, progress must no
longer be impeded by the
Monarchical minds of the past
centuries.
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The Astrological Survey for 1937
A general reading of the planets covering business matters, changes,
travel, vocation, speculation, love, courtship, marriage, health, accidents,
lucky days, etc., as prepared by a reliable astrologer.
Give your birth year, month and day when ordering the Astrological
premium.

N ote : The Circulation Manager is allowed to give only one premium
with each subscription.

Y ou are not entitled to a premium when subscrip

tion is ordered through an agent.

LETTERS THAT SPEAK FOR SUCCESS
October 31, 1935
Please send me T he O ccu lt D igest for an
other year. M y subscription expires in January. I
enjoy the magazine very much and get a lot of good
fr0D1

Mrs. H. J. D., Calif.

November 27, 1935
E n closed find draft fo r w hich kindly renew
my su bscrip tion.
I am so w ell pleased w ith T he
O c c u l t D ig e st ; it has so many interesting and in 
stru ctive articles that, all in all, it is a v ery fine
m agazine and I am happy to be a subscrib er.

Mrs. R. J., Mich.

July 5, 1935
I am a subscriber to this very fine magazine.
Please send the July or August issue to another lady
who will also subscribe when she reads one issue.
I would not be without this grand magazine, it is
so full of good things to read.
Mrs. B. R., Ohio
September 24, 1935
Enclosed is check to pay for 15 months’ sub
scription to your magazine. Have studied Christian
Science, Kant, some of the old Hindu Philosophies
and find your magazine full of good, substantial
reading for one who desires to dwell in infinity.
L. E .-M acM ., Iowa
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F O R T Y Y E A R S O F P S Y C H IC R E S E A R C H , by Hamlin Garland

FRAGMENTS FROM THE PAST—or—GLIMPSES
FROM THE LONG AGO, by Eugene E. Thomas

A noted writer investigates the mystery o f -psychic phenomena.
What does he find? What conclusions does he reach? Every
one interested in spiritualism, whether as skeptic or believer,
will want to read this fascinating book.
In this book the famous novelist, Hamlin Garland, relates in
detail the many fantastic and thrilling experiences he en
countered in his lifelong attempt to apply scientific methods to
the investigation o f psychic phenomena.
He converses with the spirits o f W illiam James and T . R.
Roosevelt. He takes musical dictation, in full sunlight, from
Edward MacDowell. He binds a medium hand and foot, yet
watches phantom hands remove books, push tables, and pick up
articles at his bidding.
Never before have the many strange experiences o f an un
biased, clear-minded observer been related in so thrilling and
absorbing a manner. M r. Garland writes sincerely and earnestly.
His book will hold you spellbound from beginning to end. Do
not fail to read it--------------------- __________________________$3.00

T o many who read this work will be* revealed explanations
and answers to questions which have perturbed the mind o f man
fo r ages. W ho has not had, at times, an incident, a vision, a
picture or a melody, the source o f which seemed as elusive, as
the passing cloud which moves on, leaving in its wake but a
passing memory which is recalled only fo r a moment, to dis
appear as suddenly as it came, leaving an indescribable yearn
ing in the heart? The experiences described are those o f real
people, the characters being known to the author. I f you are
interested in reincarnation, you will find this book intensely in
teresting. Reduced from $3.00 to $2.00 to close out stock.

T H E T O R C H O F K N O W L E D G E — Spiritualism’ s
Greatest N ovel, by J. Arthur Findlay

THE FIXED STARS AND CbNSTELLATIONS IN
ASTROLOGY, by Vivian E. Robson, B.Sc.
O f late years the subject o f fixed stars and constellations has
aroused the interest and curiosity o f the Astrological student who
has been debarred from examining their effects owing to the
lack o f available material. This book contains practically every
thing that has been published on the subject since the Middle
Ages and is as complete as it is possible to make it. Price-$2.50

A story about the twentieth century and the changes which
will take place as the result o f increased knowledge.
This book is a reply to attacks made on Spiritualism by two
Bishops o f London in 1935 and also a reply to attacks made by
thousands o f priests and parsons on numerous occasions over
the period. o f the last eighty years. W e know o f no one so
capable o f answering them as J. Arthur Findlay, and this, his
latest work, transcends his other books. Nothing grips like the
Truth. Do not fail to read this book which opens the door to
new K n ow ledge.------------------------------------------------ ---- -----------$2.00

AQUARIAN GOSPEL OF JESUS THE CHRIST, by
Levi

T H E K IN G D O M W IT H IN , by Stella Flow ers Hastings

A practical course. The book with a quarter million circula
tion. Dr. Annie Besant says o f it, “ It is admirably planned and
effectively carried out and— a most important fact in such a
treatise— there is nothing in it which when practiced can do
the striver after concentration the least physical, mental or
moral harm. I can therefore heartily recommend it to all who
seek concentration.” Paper -----------------1-------------- ----- ---------$1.00

Occult Digest readers will recognize this author and will be
happy to add this book to their library. W e know o f no better
description than its chapter titles: “ Religion and Philosophy—
The Goal o f Freedom— Desire j The Key to Advancement—
W isdom’s Holy Light— Look Up and Seek Within— Self— The
Master— T he Indwelling One— Reincarnation— Religion and
Freedom— T he Three-fold Path o f Attainment.” You will find
the answer to many questions that have perplexed you in this
book. ------------ -------------- — .....— ------------------------ ----- ----------$1.25

T H E Y S H A L L BE C O M F O R T E D , by M aurice Barbanell
Every day the Angel o f Death visits hundreds o f homes, re
moving a loved one from the family circle. Those left behind
are filled with sadness and we mourn our beloved. Throughout
the world thousands o f mourners have been comforted by com
munications from their beloved “ dead.” In this book you can
read how the New Revelation o f Spiritualism has brought to
many thousands knowledge, comfort and assurance................$1.00

Y O U R D A Y S A R E N U M B E R E D , by F lorence Cam p
bell
Figures don’t lie— numbers are truth. You can add, subtract or
multiply your fortunes by the laws o f Numerology, the science
o f numbers. By its rules every name is reducible to a number.
T o ignore this number is to remain a prisoner} to understand
it is to achieve freedom. “ Your Days Are Numbered” can be
read and understood by the beginner and as he becomes more
expert it will offer more difficult and even more interesting
studies. As a key to opening the subject and ate a guide to the
significance o f Numerology in all phases . o f . L ife, this book is
invaluable. Cloth------------- ----------------------- -— -------------------- $2.00

T H E L O S T K E Y S Q F M A S O N R Y — T he Legend of
H iram A biff, by M anly H all
Dedicated to The Ancient Order o f Free and Accepted Masons,
this-book should be in the possession o f every member o f that
order. Beautifully illustrated by colored plates. Secure your copy
now.___________________________________________________________ .$1.00

1900 N. Clark St.

This remarkable book is practically a complete record o f the
words and works o f the Man o f Galilee, giving as it does a
history o f His life from His birth in Bethlehem to His ascen
sion from the Mount o f Olives, while the New Testament Gos
pels give only, in a meager way, a few o f the great lessons and
events o f about four years o f His life. Cloth________________ $3.00
Flexible leather -------- -----------------------------------------.--------------- 4.00

CONCENTRATION, by Ernest Wood

CHILDREN IN THE SUMMERLAND, by V. May
Cottrell
A beautiful story o f the homes, care and education o f the
little ones who are taken from you by the Death Angel, leaving
your homes desolate and your arms empty. This book should be
read by every mother and father who have a little one “ over
there.” W e know o f no more wonderful g ift than a copy o f
CHILDREN IN SUM M ERLAN D.. Beautifully bound in blue
and gold. Reduced to 50c to close stock.

TEN THOUSAND DREAMS
Gustavus Hindman Miller

INTERPRETED,

by

Gives a scientific exposition o f a dream. Interpretation and
explanation o f over ten thousand personal dreams o f every
character and variety. Alphabetically arranged. Has index o f
25 pages. .620 pages, bound in cloth________________________$2.25

STATE LAWS REGULATING THE PRACTICE OF
ASTROLOGY
Every student or practicing astrologer should have a copy o f
this book by Judge J. T . Sweatt. Gives state laws regulating the
practice o f Astrology. Price— ........— ....... ........ 1-------------- $1.00

THE IDYLL OF THE WHITE LOTUS, by Mabel
Collins
An occult novel o f profound meaning and great
Cloth ________________________-----...........
..........

beauty.
$1-60

THE STORY OF SENSA
A thrilling and fascinating interpretation o f The Idyll o f the
White Lotus in novel form . Cloth------------------------------------------60c
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W E STAN D FOR T R U T H U N M A SK E D

A PR O P H EC Y
1937 - 1938
In the early part of 1937
a financial crisis caused by
a heavy slump in invest
ments. The market holds
rather firm; foodstuffs con
tinue staple.
The second quarter finds
a great deal of agitation of
International interest over
a public function and a
question of rights. Treaties
will be made and discarded
at the first crucial turn of
affairs.
Another upheaval caused
by the clashing of Minds
versus Church brings an
almost tragedy in Religious
strongholds.
Factional wars continue
to break out. N ot before
the end of the second year
will there be any semblance
of a Peace Court organized.
The
United
Americas
will agree and disagree,
adopting and r e c a l l i n g
treaties, but out of the dis
cussion an agreement is
finally accepted, agreeable
to A L L W orld Leaders.
The wheel of commerce
continues to roll along at a
fairly good pace, encounter
ing only a few hurdles.
Six months later finds the
whole world in a squabble
over the dissolution of some
of the Monarchies. M any
of the political differences
are settled and the years
finish off at a new stride.
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Life Triumphant ♦ ♦ ♦
Special Introductory O ffer brings
you this beautiful volume o f essays

♦ ♦ ♦ FREE!
A N Y thousands of people in every walk of life
and in every corner of the globe — clergymen,
teachers, lawyers, businessmen, employers, parents and
students— cherish a truly immortal book, L IF E T R I 
U M P H A N T , and a throbbing, human magazine— PSY 
CHOLOGY.

M

L i f e is rich! Learn to find its hidden treasures! Read
the great life messages— the 23 inspiring essays contained
in L IF E T R I U M P H A N T and the stimulating helpful
articles in each month’s new issue of P S Y C H O L O G Y
Magazine. Soon will you climb to the heights of a more
satisfying life.

Then will you know success instead of

failure, good fortune instead of depression,
health and success for yourself

1 N O O N E need remain in the bondage of fear, limita
tion, worry, anger, jealousy, inferiority, depression, fail
ure. The power-giving essays contained in L IF E T R I 
U M P H A N T and the priceless lessons flowing from each
issue of P S Y C H O L O G Y point the way to complete
happiness, success, health, contentment, peace and power.
You can be what you long to be by following the prin
ciples they set forth so beautifully and effectively.

P e o p le Say —
“ ‘Ministry of Forgetfulness’ alone helped me to live when
everything seemed black!” . . . “ I would not part with my copy
of LIFE TRIU M PH A N T, if another copy could not be had, for
all the money I’ve ever seen!” . . . “ I landed a new job through
a renewed faith in myself and in the world after reading this
marvelous volume.” . . . “ I’m happier and more
successful than I’ve been for fifteen years, thanks
to the inspiration I derived from the LIFE T R I
UM PH ANT essays.”

and family.

And —
“ With the help of PSYCHOLOGY I
have actually rebuilt my life. Have found
a new, good job. And, I am 55 years
o ld !”— L. G. H., Waukesha, W is___ “ I
am in sales work and recommend PSY
CHOLOGY Magazine to all my deal
ers for their salesmen.”—J. W . R.,
Bedford, Pa. . . . “ I have read the
magazine from cover to cover and
have found a new hope. It is won
derful.”— Mrs. C. L., Burlin
game, Cal. . . . “ I now see and
understand Life in a purer
and nobler way. My doubts
and fears are becoming silverlined.” — H. L. C., Crawford,
Ont., Canada.

23
Golden
E S S A Y S
In One V o lu m e

FREE
Why Are We Here? — Do You
Know Yourself? — Can You Go
A lone?—The World You Live In—
As A Man Thinketh— Bread, Beauty,
Brotherhood— The Human Magnet—Now
Abideth These Three—Dreams In The Mar

PSYCHOLOGY
31*1 Fourth Avenue

ket Place—‘Secrets of Supreme Success—
Wings of Imagination — The W ill To Do —
Growth Through Observation— Fear and Worry
Vanquished—The Blue Bird of Happiness— The

/
/

P SY C H O L O G Y Magazine
381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N . Y .

M agazine
New York, N .l .
Oc-1236

Please send me a beautiful new copy o f LIFE TRIUMPHANT,
t
which I understand is a gift with my full year’s subscription to
• PSYCHOLOGY.
I enclose my check (M . O. or stamps) in the amount
' of three dollars to pay for the subscription to the magazine.
/

Ministry of Forgetfulness— The Strength of the
Hills—Vanquishment of Trouble— The Miracle of
Autosuggestion— Sources of Power—Gold Everywhere
—The Fountain of Youth—The Laws of Triumphant

/
'

Life.

Offer!

Under a special introductory offer to readers
of The Occult Digest, you may obtain a hand
some blue-and-gold cloth bound copy of the
wonderful book of essays, LIFE T R IU M P H A N T ,
FREE, given by the publishers as a gift to you in
connection with a one-year subscription to the mag
azine P S Y C H O L O G Y , at its regular subscription
price of three dollars! Y ou cannot afford to miss so
much for so little! Send in your order coupon today!

Name __________________________________________________________________________ ______________

Address
No

_______________________________________________________________________ L
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It Gives Us G reat Pleasure to G ive These
Communications to the Inquiring W o r ld ...

EXPERIENCE OF CHARLES McDERMOTT*
A Chicago Attorney Who Was Drowned in the Rhine While on a Vacation in
Germany in the Summer of 1926
DO NOT regret the change— the earth life as I had experienced it. My life was
an average life, full of interest— yet I have no regrets. Somehow I was adjusted,
although unconscious of the adjustment. I was fully equipped and fully prepared
to make the change. How I came by the equipment and clear understanding is still
a mystery to me. My arguments and my briefs were quite all in favor of the opposi
tion. I was interested in scientific questions, and in the scientific side of all questions
dominating Life, but only from what I deemed a tangible, substantial execution. The
churches, while I had no antagonistic views regarding them, I was never dominated by
them. While I had an uncanny perception of intricate values, I attributed it to early
training, experience, and study. I could not accept what I now know to be a fact—
that Life continued on in its natural resources after the death of the physical body.
It is a fact, comprehended or not— accepted or scoffed at— Life is not hampered
with the physical body. The physical body many times is hampered by Life, and
when for any reason or cause whatsoever Life separates itself from the physical body,
activities continue without a moment's loss of time by those who have accepted, or
who have ability to grasp the situation in the split second which it takes to sever the
connecting link holding together the physical body and the spirit body. With me
the comprehension seemed always to have existed, although I could not name it or
comprehend it while functioning through the physical body which men called
Charles McDermott. The tangibility of what I pleased to term my new outfit amazed
me and I viewed myself as one is accustomed to observe the fitness of a suit of clothes
when he is outfitting himself for some great and grand occasion. Satisfying myself
that I was presentable for any occasion, at any function, as a guest— or as an actor
upon any occasion, I directed my attention to the problem of what I was to do and
how I was to go about it. I examined my books and was quite satisfied that they
balanced fairly well considering all transactions, activities, causes and circum
stances, trials and decisions — all seemed to me, as a matter of fact, paid the
debt of the other. Satisfying myself that I was ready for any trial, I approached
the bar of Justice and learned immediately that I was my own Judge and Jury. No
one but myself had a right claim against me. I was my own bondsman and signed
my own decree of procedure. In fact, I discovered that the law of cause and effect
is the ruler who says, "G o here— go there— do this— do that." No individual can
be held accountable for the cause, but no individual escapes the penalty and all acts
are adjusted according to the law of compensation which takes into consideration
(Continued on page 25)
♦NOTE:

Charles McDermott was the editor’s attorney at the time of his death.
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S p e a k i n g

Effa E. Danelson, Editor

UNITE FOR PEACE
O N O RIN G men of other days and keeping their memories alive and their achieve
ments before youth is very well, but men who won glory in 1776 would not
be able to cope with the situation which has arisen in the last ten. years. They
knew nothing about International Law as we know it today. Only a' man who has
been active during the past twenty-five years could Cope with the issues constantly
arising today.

H

The President of the United States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, is the only man in:........
the United States who is acquainted with all the issues confronting the World, Inter
nationally and Politically. The United States has been spared the upheaval that
could have happened here as it has in other countries. Had he not been interfered
with, he would have restored the country to normalcy the first two years of his
Presidency. He knew the remedy. He kept the vigil through the. long dark night of
despair and uncertainty, and once more he has been given the power to administer
to the distressed and anxious people. He is a man of great learning. He has devoted
his entire time and thought to the problems of Government, National and Interna
tional. He is a champion of Justice and IF industry will co-operate with him, the
Government will be restored to the people. He knows America s needs— knows their weaknesses and their strength. He is a Captain who knows his duty and never
flinches. He will train youth to become MASTERS of Government.
Opportunity unequalled in the. history of the world is his. He is well aware of this
and is fully equipped to successfully carry his country in Honor to a VICTO RY of
the greatest magnitude. Other men will become great because of him and will
carry on, building stronger and stronger through the years. Other Nations will
recognize our humanitarian Leader and Statesmen will realize that PEACE can only
come through a contented, self-supporting nation of individuals, working for the best
good of their Neighbor.
For a Nation that has vision the victory IS W O N . The whole world must be
lifted out of the slums and the slums must be destroyed, not only in one nation, but
in all nations. Powerful influences are coming to the fore— they are coming to avenge
the massacre of the flower of youth of all Nations of the world. The warring factions,
their cohorts and their supporters, must be annihilated. Every nation of the world
MUST declare Peace or perish by their own sword. The man of the hour in the world
today is the President of the United States. He has a greater responsibility than
all the heads of other nations combined. W e must stand undivided— speaking with
one voice for the things that will demand and create Peace among the warring nations
of the world. Reverence the dead, YES, but let us Honor the men who carry on
in our own day of Progress.
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Without Fear or Favor
the flag of neutrality. The makers of war and the
agitators of war must be corralled and be de
HE war in Spain was engineered by War
throned and dispossessed. It is not enough to cry
diplomats from other countries. There is a
PEACE. It is not enough to organize bands,
league composed of War Monarchs. This war
cliques, or clubs. Nations must enact laws and go
in Spain is what might be called “ Scouting.” The
on record for peace. There must be a united world
big men of Europe are stirring the kettle with a
for peace. There must be no commodities for war
long stick. In wartime it would be called a “ spy
treaties. The makers of war treaties are traitors at
system.” Their idea is to get as many small coun
heart— traitors in speech and in acts. There can
tries involved as possible, so that they may insti
be no pacifists. There can be no half-way measures.
tute a war to stop war. They instigated the World
Wars are a thing of the past. The future must
War which was a great strategy on their part, but
bring peace. The flag of peace must fly from every
failed to give them what they wanted. Their plans
house top— from every place of business— from
miscarried and they withdrew. The League of Na
every
church steeple. The symbol of Liberty must
tions was only a truce. It was never intended it
should do anything. Each nation was a traitor to stand for liberty. Justice must have the bandages
the other. It is a ring within a ring. Every discov torn from her eyes. A just and true division of
ery— every invention that science gives to the the earth’s riches must be made. All people of the
world is immediately monopolized by these hypo earth must share in the abundance and fullness of
critical war lords who are working under the mask earth’s gifts. They must share the labor—the ex
pense, and they must share the fruits. There can
of science.
be no peace where people starve. There can be no
The diplomats of Europe are making no mis peace where slavery abounds. There can only be
takes— no false moves in an effort to embroil the peace where there is plenty and where happiness
Eastern Hemisphere in war. Their rage will know is the key that unlocks the door of peace. The
no bounds— their hatred and revenge will be un makers of unjust laws shall perish by their laws.
leashed when they discover that their cleverest The earth and the fullness thereof belongs to the
plans— their subtlest methods have been fore people of earth and must be preserved for the gen
stalled and that they have fled in their terror, to erations yet to come.
escape directly into the path of the liquid fire which
they have released. Just as the mad Monarchs in
the past overthrew their Monarchies— just so will
The W o rld Is W aitin g for
the mad Monarchs of the present day overthrow
the Fearless Teacher
their Monarchies, but their reign of terror will be
over and the principalities of peace will restore the
HERE is no group in the world who has the
nations to the people who love peace.
courage to give out the true revealment and
the logical sequence of a comprehensive re
To stop War— all peace-loving nations must stop
lationship of Life in its entirety, free from mys
the manufacture of the weapons of war. They must
tery, free from apprehension.
use the great discoveries that are projected into
the world for the BENEFIT of mankind! The
Men and women denounce religion, they de
leaders of peace must outlaw war by establishing nounce the Bible, they denounce Metaphysical
peace treaties and peace councils that will work out teaching— they denounce every progressive action
the mandates of the peace-loving world. All posts of thought or of scientific reasoning, which will
shall become posts of neutrality. All navigable break down the fetters of ignorance and give to
waters shall become neutral waters. All vessels the world a straight line of lineage to the possibili
shftll fly their own flag, but above that shall float ties o f Life and its inheritance. Each and every
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one, singly and in groups, do not want to be dis
turbed in their reasoning about Life and its per
petual continuity of expression or its continued
natural functioning after the death of the physical
body.
They have neither basic principles from which
to arise nor a logical sequence on which to stand,
because the fear trickling down through the cen
turies still holds them in abject terror— the road
ahead of them is an uncertainty. Their trembling
limbs shake the very foundation on which they
stand. Their roving eyes miss the beauty of the
landscape about them; their uncertain hearing robs
them of the music they fain would hear— they call
in vain because they do not see the searchlight of
truth which plays like shafts of light all about
them. They crouch in fear of the deliverer who
comes to reveal the way to eternal Justice— the
goal of mankind.
The truly great man stands at the door and
knocks and when it is opened to him he forsakes
all and enters into the stewardship of his high
calling. The Teacher of today must fearlessly stand
alone, separating the ivheat from the tares as it
stands in the field waiting for the harvest. There
can be no compromise where Truth is concerned
The tares must be weeded out, the harvest is too
late. Sowing the tares-—continuously sowing the
tares— sacrificing the wheat, has brought human
ity to the brink of destruction. Man’s uncertainty
— man’s speculation— man’s false teachings about
Life has continuously brought him a harvest of
tares and robbed his mind of its virtue to feed the
wheat. Greater truths than have ever been spoken
are waiting to be recorded for the freeing of Souls
in bondage. Plain words, spoken in plain language,
single meaning words cleaving the air, dispelling
the mental darkness like a blazing light across the
sky, is waiting to be written in the text book for
the children who shall inherit the world. Like a
beacon in a dark night, shining clearly through the
fog and the rain to guide the mariner safely, T he
Occult Digest stands for future generations yet
to be born. Truly a mission of the Living Life— a
key to unlock the dungeons of mortal mind,
i

IMES

A N ew Leader
UT of India will come a man who is versed
in all languages and parliaments. He will
make a tour of the world for peace. He
has no organization back of him, but will work with
any organization that will recognize him. He wears
the garb of the country he is visiting. He needs
no interpreter as he speaks the language of all na
tions he visits. He has a secretary who makes his
appointments. He makes no claims to Messiahship
or any good will mission. He is interested only in
instituting constructive peace to preserve the wel
fare of every nation and to prevent further devas
tation of civilization and its creations. He is a
very large man— very tall— a big head, and he has
a thunderous voice. His voice is musical and needs
no band or orchestra to herald his coming. He
knows no master except the master of good deeds.
He represents all nations in all countries and he
has been working and planning for this mission
ever since the world war. If I see rightly, he lost
four sons in the world war— brothers fighting
brothers. There are as many peace movements as
there are religions. They are all organized on a
pet-peeve and run by pet peevists. All want to be
commander-in-chief. They want every one to sub
scribe to their idea of peace. Until the heads of
these movements can be brought together in one
common cause, the peace movement is not in the
running. This man who is coming into prominence
is coming with a solution which he hopes will clear
the barnacles from the ship of peace and set it
afloat on the sea of good will and brotherly love.
There will be conflicts in nations but there will
be no war between nations. It is quite a difference
between war and warfare. War is an organized
and progressive conflict. Warfare is a murderous

O

misdirected conflict.
The master peace star will change the trend of
man’s thinking and will be felt in every country of
the world. This man is directly under the influence
of this star.
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THE W A R

GODS

V- B y V E N U S G. B O O T H
t ) LESSINGS o f life upon them— they
are not to be blamed— they, with
all peoples are the result o f a cycle o f
history covering six thousand years.
We are now in the last war o f the said
cycle, as told by prophecy, will be
fought in the air.

three races occupy their place in the
sun where life always comes into
our physical body again and again, in
earth-heaven, each according to the
Master Mind, mathematically measured
and weighed. Hence, nothing can be
lost that is created by Mind and Life.

There are times in life when from
the imagination and not the reason,
should wisdom come.
The Universe
stands upon a mental base, grounded
in mind, and that mind created what
we have named “ Electron” — that some
thing elemental, spirit, ego, activity,
wisdom, and will.

Now, the most terrible war ever
fought in the air is raging. The W ar
Gods, who are the chosen men of the
race, must prepare fo r the coming
crisis, for a way into the “ New Era.”
What it is— where, how, or why— must
be left “ until after the battle.” Vision
is not capable of creating a drama
equal to the last battle of a cycle o f
six thousand years. The law o f the uni
verse is a one head government ruled

•" And the spirit of “ The Little People”
created by mind around our earth—
heaven remains always with us: the

THOUGHT

by Spiritual Vision. W e must have
faith in our W ar Gods; they are the
bone and muscle of our race; with faith
in the “ little Spiritual Peoples” who
guide them; faith in the “ Mind L ife”—
who give to us the prophecy by which
man can know the period o f history is
finished and fulfilled.
When the most terrible war ever
fought is over, and those who are
left living will dethrone the W ar Gods,
and place upon their brows the crown
o f Parental Love, space free, they will
then become fathers o f children over
whom they will be responsible to
Church and State, in a nest where lovebabies grow “ in Peace Profound,” the
same as the birds, bees and ants.

STORM

By C H A R IT Y W ESTO VER
T TNCONSCIOUSLY, in one g r e a t
body, we are sending forth an S.O.S.
for help. Every breath we breathe is
a silent prayer fo r deliverance from
the pitiful dilemma we have let our lit
tle world become entangled in. Even
the great powerful men at the head of
our nation are somewhat bewildered,
wondering how we are going to come out
o f it. No longer are we able to wipe
the mist from in fron t o f our eyes. We
move about like men in dreams. We
are baffled at every turn o f the road.
To be honest, there doesn’t seem to be
a road any more, but merely a rough
pathway running crookedly through the
tangled jungles. Already some are call
ing it “ mis-government.”
The rich as well as the poor, the
ignorant as well as the educated, are
in the same condition as far as brains
are concerned, all wondering what is
coming next. I f a few o f us suggest
something to try to help matters along,
there are hundreds to oppose it. Like a
scrapping, howling bunch o f animals at
bay we are fighting one another. If
we could stop long enough to think
clearly we might be able to think up
some sort of a solution. But it seems
it is impossible to raise one’s conscious
ness above the terrific brain storm that
seems to be sweeping the entire uni
verse. No one seems to be able to offer
the right kind o f a solution to bring us
from under the dark cloud that seem
ingly envelopes us. Already a great
many are turning toward the Scrip
tures for consolation. Some even be
lieving the world is coming to an end
appear happy in the belief. W hy want
the world to come to an end simply

because we have made a few mistakes
in trying to run it? This earth seems
to be a perfectly good place to live
upon if we knew how to run it properly.
It is we ourselves that are not quite
right, so why want the earth destroyed?
I f our brains were functioning natural
ly and properly things could be re-ad
justed so that conditions would be back
at par. As it is we are in a panic. The
world is worse than a jig-saw puzzle
with some o f the pieces lost.

not until then, will we be able to op
erate this little world in the way the
Creator o f the Universe intended we
should do. But the evil thoughts have
become so numerous and powerful and
have so benumbed our poor brains that
we have disregarded the spiritual, in
telligent thoughts that are still in the
atmosphere all around us. There was
a time when one could relax quietly
and think. But not any more in this
“ thought storm.”

In the past few years it seems like
the m ajority o f us have been going
backward. A ll with the exception of a
few o f the more fortunate ones who are
sitting tight but really not getting any
where. The rich cannot enjoy their
riches because o f the discomfort o f
their unfortunate fellow men, although
they have been trying to pass it up, but
the thoughts are there nevertheless.
They are worried, but are trying to
keep it to themselves.

But considering all these difficulties
we have one consolation. We know con
ditions are better than they were a few
thousand years ago. Humanity has
steadily been pushing forward for hun
dreds o f years, regardless of these
drawbacks; and who is to blame for
these drawbacks if not ourselves?

I f our brains were functioning nat
urally and properly these evil, covetous,
suspicious thoughts floating about in
the atmosphere everywhere could find
no place wherewith to lodge, not even
fo r a second. As it is they have been
forcing their way into the cells o f our
brains, into the cells from one brain
into another, like busy bees flitting
from flower to flower carrying the pol
len, only the pollen that is being scat
tered from brain to brain is o f a de
structive nature. We all know thought
is one o f the most powerful forces o f
the universe. When we get so we can
control our thoughts properly we will
have nothing to worry about. Then, and

People have been trying to figure out
fo r the past few years what is the mat
ter with the whole world ever since this
depression began. No one seems to un
derstand. O f course the W orld War
never should have been. We are safe
in stating that fact now without being
classed as un-American. Every war we
ever had, or ever will have, political or
religious, sets civilization back just so
many years. How then can we expect
to advance if we permit these draw
backs? When we become civilized far
enough so that we can prevent wars,
then and not until then, will we begin
to get somewhere.
We love and honor our flag, which
stands fo r everything right, but the
trouble is too many have tried to hide
( Continued on page 28)
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“ DO YOU KNOW?”
B y E D W A R D EUGENE G A L L E R Y
IV/TY FRIEN D , are you one of the
many who have a leaning towards
the occult sciences? Undoubtedly you
are if you read this publication regu
larly. And are you one o f those so
often confused, bewildered, and disap
pointed with the many years given to
a vast amount of reading o f these same
subjects? Then listen. Stop right now,
and for fifteen minutes or more men
tally take stock of your journey through
the years. Be fair and honest with
yourself. What was it you wanted?
What were you searching for? DO
YOU KN OW ? Many cannot answer
and some will be honest enough to ad
mit they do not really know. This is
what has happened. You drifted, you
were intrigued with the glamorous
stories o f the amazing powers wielded
by the adepts and certain groups of
people. How you thrilled over all this;
you were carried to sublime heights in
a few minutes or hours o f reading, while
reclining comfortably upon that livingroom day-bed, or easy chair of your
den. Each time you read of the ability
of these people to manipulate profound
forces producing marvelous phenomena
you were ju st literally lifted from the
earth. But when it came to doing any
thing about developing these same pow
ers in yourself you just didn’t have the
courage or energy to really work for the
attainment or comprehension o f them.
You were merely entertained. You al
ways hoped to become proficient and
masterful and one day arrive at the top,
but do you know or understand the first
principles o f the occult? It may shock
you to have any one doubt that you do.
I thought at one time that I had trav
eled far along the path merely from
much reading, but I was rudely awak
ened from this delusion or dream after
giving up my books for a time to secure
some practical first hand information.
To my amazement I became acquainted
with people who knew a great deal more
about matters called occult than I did;
yet they had never made a study o f it.
Of course we know that at some time,
perhaps in a previous life, they had
given much time to the development of
their latest powers. So I say again, my
friend, do you know what you are
about? W e all need at times to be
shaken. To be awakened from our slum
bering in things which are illusive and
in which we have the utmost faith as
being truth. You were going to do great
things, but upon the first real effort
you gave up in despair, making ex
cuses that you were handicapped by this
and that sort o f thing. In other words
you re-acted negatively and forthwith
began running about to every lecture
you could find, spending money in an
extravagant manner upon all sorts o f
books. Not that there is anything wrong

with books and lectures. On the con
trary they are quite necessary. But in
some miraculous manner you expected
to find the one teacher or object that
would do your work fo r you. No one
can give you occult powers. Y ou al
ready have them. Do you know that?
It is fo r you to discover them and use
them wisely. But you must work for
them. That is the law. Do you know

A New Year’s Greeting fo r You
by L ula J ames M iller
Once again Old Father Time
Marks the passing of a year;
And the smiling Infant Cherub
With a New One draws quite near;
Soon the Record we have written,
For the year no more to be,
Shall be sealed and filed securely,
In the Realm o f Memory.
It may seem the Old Y ear’s Record,
Has been written full with g rief;
Holds too much o f pain and sorrow,
And its joys have been too brief;
So when you and I go rambling,
Through the Realm o f Memory,
We must only live the pages,
That are pain and sorrow-free!
But we now have placed before us
A new book with contents clear;
We must write another record,
Which shall be another year;
Let us fill its nice clean pages,
Full o f Faith, and Hope, and Love;
Good-will toward all fellow creatures,
Song and Praise to Heaven above.
Then, when you and I go rambling
Through the Realm o f Memory;
We shall find a lovely record,
Which is pain and sorrow-free;
And I know the LOVING MASTER,
Who dwells in that Mystic Land,
Shall sustain us with His blessings,
Lend to us His Helping Hand!

there are any number o f people who do
not know the meaning o f the word oc
cult? The first impression some folks
have upon hearing this word is that
o f something supernatural. If you are
satisfied with ghost .stories and do not
want to advance, that is your loss, but
life is real. There is nothing ghostly
about it. The dictionary tells us the
word “ occult” means that which is hid
den. And “ occultism” is the name given

to the pursuit and study o f hidden or
invisible forces and the laws controlling
them. And one o f the first principles of
occult matters is keen observation of
life and the mastering of every-day a f
fairs— to know yourself and the people
about you. The universe then is your
laboratory and the people and things
both animate and seemingly inanimate,
your substances to work with. Learn
to observe keenly your own actions and
reactions daily as well as those of others.
Do these things and all work that you
do, perform to the best o f your ability
and you will have made a good start
on the path to becoming a real occult
ist. There is no short cut and you can
not become a master or adept in one
bound. Occult forces are natural and
nature never hurries growth. I f she
seemingly does so she is sure to balance
up at some point and if you are one of
those who try to rush your development,
trouble and difficulties are certain to be
met. A balancing o f the account will
be the result. Use nature as much as
possible as a guide. Observe what she
has accomplished. She has taken thou
sands o f years to form continents upon
which we live, and she causes humans
to grow up slowly. Many things can
be pointed to in nature as an example
o f slow growth and unfoldment. So it
is not to be expected that a person can
attain to adeptship in controlling or
working with invisible forces over-night.
It is God’s way. Through effort, work,
study and help from others you can
make great strides. Up to a certain
point you may work alone, but there
comes a time when you need the aid of
others, and it is here you sorely need
that faculty known as discrimination,
for many there are who would mislead
you. There are many occult schools and
teachers to help the disciple make the
steep ascent, but even these, my friend,
must be subjected to examination and
forethought before becoming affiliated
with them. Investigate them. Do not
merely accept them because some friend
has recommended them to you.
Some o f these organizations are un
worthy, belonging to the negative side
of things and they will use glamorous
and even fraudulent means to get your
money and still keep you ignorant. So
you must be very careful and observing.
Occultism can guide you to a richer life
if you are earnest in your pursuit of
the means to accomplish this. Know
what you want before setting sail upon
the vast sea o f occultism and remember
it deals with the great world about us
which we do not see with average sight,
but the world we do see is the result of
it. Do not drift. Work, study and re
member to smile and play a little too.
Do you know the latter is constructive
also?
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Prophetic Dreams: Past, Present and Future
B y D O R O T H Y JU N E M ILE S
1908 I had
INdreams.

the following series of

I seemed to be all alone in a strange
place and it was so dark I could not
determine where I was. Quite suddenly
a full, brilliant moon appeared in the
sky. By its light I found I was in a
very large park covered with a thick
carpet o f grass.

The moon then grew to full bright
ness and darkened as before and once
more the silver slit appeared and out
o f it floated the British flag.
The third time it repeated with the
flag o f Prance. Each flag circled the
heavens to its starting point. This was
the first dream I had. I experienced
several of these dreams until every
country in the world war was included.

A short distance from me was a highwalled, square, roofless inclosure at the
base o f a small hill. By mounting a
bench at the side of a path I was able
to look within. Although this structure
was quite large it was packed so tightly
with men that no space remained. They
were fighting with every sort o f weapon.
It was so terrible that I looked away.

Then came a dream with all of the
flags in a circle around the heavens, and
as before the moon darkened and opened
in the center, but this time an airplane
floated out, followed at once by a sec
ond one.

As I did so the moon grew absolutely
dark, then it opened in the center like
a silvery slit the full height o f the moon
and slowly out of this opening floated
the flag o f Germany. It floated clear
around the heavens in a perfect circle.

Then once
opened and a
passed clear
o f flags and
airplanes.

They passed around inside o f the en
tire circle o f flags before stopping.
more the darkened moon
submarine glided out and
around inside the circle
stopped between the two

A t this point the American flag,
larger than all o f the other flags put
together, appeared in the sky behind
this scene and the submarine guarded
on either side by the two airplanes
dipped its nose deeply in graceful sa
lute to the Stars and Stripes.
This all faded away and I seemed
to float above the earth. On it appeared
a man whom I recognized as the Em
peror o f Germany. He stood absolutely
alone, his head bowed low on his breast.
His hands hung limp at his sides in
an attitude o f despair.
About him was utter desolation, not
a house or tree, or any living thing.
As I watched, his uniform faded away
leaving him in ordinary dress.
Then an angel appeared at my side
and said in a soft voice, “ When the
war is over, there shall be no kings.”

Boughs of the Understanding
B y P E G G Y DELL
NE day the question came up in our
group which verse was thought the
best in the Book.

O

“ Best for what?” a young philosopher
asked.
“ The most useful to human happi
ness,” someone said.
“ The prettiest sounding one,” another
spoke up.
“ The richest in meaning,” a third sug
gested.
Without hesitation, he told them his
opinion, which covered all three replies:
“ ‘No man, having put his hand to
the plow, and looking back, is fit for the
Kingdom of God.’ ”
“ W hy?” someone asked.
“ This verse is the most useful, be
cause after having learned that the
Kingdom o f God means ‘happiness
within you,’ one can easily see that
these words can be used as a Great
Scissors to clip into two common fail
ings o f human beings— both o f dwelling
in the Past.
“ The other day I was recalling some
happy moments, moments which could
never turn; and for the instant I was
thrown into an ineffable sadness, be
cause I could never have them again.
Then I remembered this verse: I had
put my hand to the plow, I was pro
gressing, I must not look back upon

that which could never be recalled. So
my thoughts were cut off instantly.
Another time I found myself looking
back for the moment on bits o f my un
happy existence. My disappointments
seemed so bitter then. Again I remem
bered this verse, and knew that I had
my hand to the plow. I wasn’t going to
look back. I wanted the Kingdom of
God. I shouldn’t be fit fo r it if I didn’t
remain in the Present.
“ This verse, then, helps one from be
coming seethed in unhappy memories,
from regretting and from wishing for
the Past’s recall, and from fearing and
weighing the future by the bitter
Past.”
Then he told the one who gave the
second suggestion that if he would take
the verse and say it aloud and let his
imagination run with the words, he
could see that the verse gives a most
comforting and pleasing picture: “ No
man, having put his hand to the plow.
Can’t you see yourself with your hand
on the handle, going down the row,
plowing deeply, on to progress, your
face straight to the future, not look
ing back; because if you do, you will
not make your row straight— isn’t that
a clean picture?
Y ou are plowing
straight to the Kingdom o f God— Hap
piness.”
Then he turned to the third person:

“ Take the first part, ‘No man, hav
ing put his hand to the plow’ : It speaks
of progress, and you have put your
hands to it, to go on to righteousness
— watching and praying for the body
to be as strong as your spirit is will
ing— and on to your goal— on to the
highest attainment— happiness. Then
it says: ‘and looking back’— this gives
you the key to happiness. You can’t look
back if you are to find the Kingdom o f
God. You have to forget the past, your
worries, your regrets, your disappoint
ments, and keep your eye on your goal
— if you are to be fit fo r the Kingdom
o f God. Then ‘the Kingdom o f God,’
itself, could have thousands o f words
written upon its meaning. Where is the
Kingdom o f God. “ Lo, there! fo r be
hold, the Kingdom o f God is within
you.” You must receive it as a little
child. Again it is likened unto a mus
tard seed: Though the smallest, and
seemingly o f the least importance when
planted, grows to be the strongest, and
the fowls can come and rest on its
boughs.”
What a beautiful thought the youngphilosopher had given us!
To be able not to look back in order
to be fit for the Kingdom o f God, so
that lonely souls could come rest in our
shade or be comforted by our boughs
o f understanding— that must be happi
ness!
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I MUST BELIEVE
B y JESSIE K E N Y O N
looking into the dark un
MORTALS
known called “ death,” flinch and
shudder and tremble with fear. Only
those o f us who have fleetingly contact
ed friends who have gone before can
recognize the thrill, the ecstasy, the
reality of that spirit world. In direct
reply to the reader who wants to be
lieve in Spiritualism, no better proof
can be given than these brief experi
ences o f another reader.
First, let me say this: I believe in
Spiritualism because it is the only pure
religion, the true exaltation o f spirit,
unhampered by creed or cult, catechism
or printed prayer created by human
agency. Spiritualism is the essence o f
inward development and is reflected
outwardly by bodily indifference to con
ditions and surroundings. No structure
o f wood or stone is big enough or grand
enough to contain it, though we may
use that structure as a symbol and its
altar as a quiet sanctuary before which
we meditate. The human being must
believe, else he is lost; lost in a maze
of darkness and fear. Spiritualism
shows us the way, the light, to the
source o f the greatest spirit o f all—
GOD.
The trials we experience daily are
but lessons to be learned by God’s chil
dren; each task, no matter how pain
fully hard to bear, is but promotion
from class to class, from life to life,
until we at last graduate into perfec
tion in the spirit world. Iron ore must
be subjected to great heat and refining
and beating and hammering to render
it into fine steel! So with us. Do not
cry aloud against the trials placed upon
you. Accept them for what they are—
special lessons for special students. Do
not say, “ I can’t bear it !” “ Take up
thy cross and follow Me” is not merely
a group o f words. They are definite in
structions. “ Follow Me” into spiritual
development. “ That which I have done,
that can ye also do— even greater
things.” Have faith. Believe.
We do not need graven image or
statue o f marble or stone to bring into
our consciousness the reality o f the
great spirit world all about us. That
is something we contact only through
our own inward development and see
only through our inward eyes and hear
through our inward ears.
We say: “ Our dead one is dead,”
when what we mean is: “ The cast-off
garment in which our dear one lived is
worn out.” Spirit, life, goes everlast
ingly on.
Because of the difficulty in contacting
anything so essentially etherial and del
icate as spirit vibration, it is most dif
ficult to make direct contact; our very
anxiety to hear a beloved voice, to see

a beloved face, holds a rigid curtain
between the visible and invisible
worlds.
Hence, we sometimes require the
services o f a Medium, free from the
personal anxiety we feel, to make the
contact fo r us. It is not possible for
one Medium to obtain results for
everyone. There are too many thou
sands o f people with diverse vibrations,
and we may try and try again before
we obtain results.
With regard to Mediums let me say
this: There are the real and genuine
seekers after truth, and there are
frauds and fakers who look only for fi
nancial gain, and there are real and false
jewels. But without the genuine gems
there could BE no imitations.
Ever since I can remember anything
I have been surrounded and protected
by something; something I could not
name until Spiritualism furnished the
clew. As a little girl I played with an
imaginary
beautiful
golden-haired
woman named “ Lily,” who was happily
married to “ Tom” and they had two
children. That woman was very real
to me, and I am fu lly assured that she
was a spirit guide who watched over
and directed my daily life through
childhood.
When I was about twenty years old
my dearly beloved older sister passed
on. She had always stood in the place
o f a second mother to me, and the
bonds o f affection were close.
For
years I felt her presence near me.
When I married, she left me fo r fa r 
ther flights into the spirit world, but
always before the approach o f some
disastrous event, she came and tried
very hard to speak to me. With my dull
mortal ears I could not hear her voice;
I could only sense the effort she made
and had to watch her depart sadly
shaking her head in negation. Then one
beautiful Easter morning I received
the explanation.
During the moment of silent prayer
and meditation in a little church, while
even Nature stood hushed, high up
above the stained glass windows, across
my vision floated the smiling faces of
both my sister and a friend o f many
years’ standing— smiling happily, jo y 
fully, and the message came to m e:
“ You see and hear us only when your
own mind is perfectly calm and peace
ful and free o f materialism!”
Then a wave o f rose perfume swept
over me. This was direct communica
tion, fo r only my sister knew the nick
name she gave me— “ Rose”— because
o f the deep coloring of my girlhood
cheeks.
Only two months ago another experi
ence furnished the key— that we must

be perfectly relaxed and quiet, free
from anxiety and worry, if we are to
contact the delicate vibrations o f the
spirit people.
I live in a remodeled house, the older
portion having been built by a happy
old German couple. They still wander
in and out among us at will. One night
I had retired, turned out the light and
relaxed fo r my nightly period o f medi
tation. Almost at once I heard, very
faintly, a voice seeming to come from
the foot o f my bed. “ It’s Lotchen. Lotchen!”
Then in German a woman’s
voice whispered. I do not understand
the German language and could not
interpret her words, but the following
day my wallet containing money and
valuable papers was stolen— and I also
learned that the good old German wom
an who lived here was named “ Lottie” !
This is the point I want to impress:
That the moment I was actually aware
with my bodily ears, and made physical
effort to hear that someone was speak
ing, I broke the connection between the
spirit vibration and my own inward vi
bration, and the voice ceased abruptly,
just as the snapping of a violin string
would stop the music o f a beautiful
sonata.
How difficult it is to maintain a com
pletely relaxed condition especially in
these days o f hurry and noise and
struggle fo r material things is known
only to those who try it. But repose
can be cultivated, and I am positive
that in this lies the secret fo r direct
communication we have so long sought.
May God help you to learn the les
son o f perfect trust and confidence in
Him, and to help you gain that perfect
mental, bodily and spiritual condition
which will enable you to unconsciously
vibrate with your friends who go be
fore.

S h e G ra d u a te d
by M arion B. Shoen
You ask me why I do not cry
Because my dearest friend must die.
You gaze upon me, frowning, wise,
Because no tears drop from my eyes;
Because I do not moan and weep
You think my caring was not deep,
I f your eyes could see through the
years,
You would not care to part with tears.
Dear friend, she is not far away,
This one we knew but yesterday;
She’s very close to me, to you,
She knows each thing we say or do.
And, when you grieve her heart is sad,
I f you were glad, she would be glad;
So, smile awhile, as I now do,
And she will smile, again, fo r you.
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someone who can see what is good for
him to compel him to do the things he
knows he can do and should do. Men
master moods.

cause in their deadly earnestness, they
were masters o f their moods.

When Daniel Webster, the great
'TpHE individual is master or servant
American orator, first attempted to
according to the manner in which
speak in public, he was a miserable
he masters or fails to master his moods.
failure. On his first attempt in college
The masterful man must be master of
he was weak and nervous, timid and
his moods. The moment he surrenders
afraid. He gave up to his mood that
to a negative mood, that moment he be
first time and tearful and ashamed, he
comes a slave to his weakest self. The
fled from the platform and out o f the
pages of history are filled with accounts
sight of his fellow-students. For five
of men and women who allowed their
times in succession he surrendered to
moods to master them and who reached
his mood o f timidity and fear and
an unhappy and untimely end there
nervousness, and fo r five times he failed.
fore. The man must be the victor and
Yet he was prevailed upon to make an
not the mood.
other attempt and the sixth time he
Had the emperor, Joseph the Second tried, he was able to deliver a passable
of Austria, been master of his moods speech. But it is not the speech or
there never would have been inscribed on what he said that counted; it was the
his tomb the following epitaph: “ Here fact that he had been able to master
lies a monarch who with the best inten his mood; he had been able to dictate
tion never carried out a single plan.” what his mood should be. Five years
The mood of indecision and doubt had later Dartmouth College invited him to
mastered the Austrian monarch. He was deliver the Fourth of July address, and
given to hesitating perpetually between at that exercise, Daniel Webster, the
the choice of two things. Consequently, onetime weak and timid and retiring
he made the choice o f neither. With boy who sought to be a great speaker,
each surrender to the mood o f indeci astounded the world with his oratory.
sion, his resolution— his power to re He had met the mood, had mastered it,
solve, suffered correspondingly. He had molded it to his will.
never seemed to get further with a
When Abraham Lincoln made a trip
project than the plan. Zealous he was, down the Ohio River as a young man
and anxious, too, for the betterment of he witnessed a slave auction in New
his people, but he seemed totally in Orleans. His manly soul was stricken
capable of carrying any o f his many at the sight o f families rent asunder
plans into effect. I f he made one plan, by the inhuman monster, slavery, and
he immediately introduced another to he swore a mighty oath to kill it should
take place o f the first, and then he he ever have the opportunity. “ Great
would propose another and yet another God,” he said, “ if I ever get a chance
and so on, with the final result that no to hit that thing, I ’ll hit it hard.” The
plan was ever accepted or carried out. mighty and just will o f the future presi
Surrender to the mood and you are dent had conjured a mood which one
no longer master of yourself or any time was to thrill the world as the
thing else. The mood is master thence Emancipation Proclamation. Never in
forward. Brutus surrendered to his all the years to follow did Lincoln fo r 
mood and the result was the murder of get the sight he saw that day in New
his best-loved friend and benefactor. Orleans, and never did he once lose
The bitter tears he shed afterward sight o f the stern resolve— the mood
were o f no avail then; the mood had which followed him, nor did he try to
already done its worst. McBeth sur forget it. Had it been a mood weaken
rendered to his mood and murdered ing to the character, Lincoln would not
King Duncan.
Nero yielded to his have accepted it as part o f his being.
Because he recognized it as honorable
mood and murdered his own mother.
and just, he accepted it and fed it daily
Yield to the mood and you are no fo r years until it burst out in a whitestronger than the mood to which you hot flame that seared the world.
surrender. I f it is low, miserable, cow
The will recognizes facts for what
ardly, murderous, you are the slave now
to such a mood and must obey it. That they are. Consequences following an
act are apparent to the will; the actual
is the weak link in your personality.
will does not ignore though men have
Every individual can and should mas the feeling and belief that the will does
ter his moods and direct them rather that very thing. It is the attitude of the
than follow their direction without will o f man that produces the mood and
question. Intellect has been given to proclaims to the world the degrees of
the human animal in order to assist mastership or servantship which the
him to fend off the irresponsible mood man has attained. Men will always be
and to control it. The chief need in the known by their moods. Washington,
life of every man still seems to be Lincoln, Emerson were masters only be

Someone has said that the first es
sential o f success is the fear of God.
That may be true for individuals who
are inspired to success through fear,
but I prefer to say that the most essen
tial step toward success is the love of
God; such a mighty and character
molding love that we would fear to do
evil not because o f the evil, but because
we did love God. That is much more
satisfactory to me and meets more the
test of love, wisdom, and truth. The
words love and fea r are not to be as
sociated because o f their opposite na
tures, and if I must drop one at the
expense o f the other I can very well
spare fear.

Eighth Installment

“ Mastering Y ou r M oods”

“ This One Thing I D o ”

A small child groping its way through
the darkness has a well-pronounced idea
o f fear. Its little soul cringes before
that terrifying monster which threat
ens it from that mysterious wall of
black. It understands what it is to
fear; it knows that fear is a terrible
thing, and it will never know why it
should love anything o f -which it is
afraid. Its childish mind already knows
that something which fills you with fear
is more an object of hate than love.
The menacing danger with which the
darkness is filled to the childish mind
is one that will crush it, tear it limb
from limb, throw it in hell’s fire and
subject it to appalling punishment.
With such a monster o f hate and cru
elty and horror there can be no con
nection with love. You don’t love the
things which hate you, which destroy
you, which horrify you.
In my most imaginary moments I
cannot picture Jesus holding fear in
his mind toward His creator. It is my
opinion that the mind o f Jesus was so
strongly taken with love that He had
no room fo r even the thought o f fear.
If He had any fear at all it would have
been the fear that He might uncon
sciously do something which would hurt
that mighty soul who gave life and
physical existence to us all. Jesus lived
His life with the thought, “ This one
thing I do will be the last act o f my
life,” or, at any rate He performed
every act with that spirit of righteous
will which ruled him the servant of a
mighty love. The doctrine of love is
my belief. Giving love will bring love
in return just as hate and fear bring
back hate and fear.
Holding the thought that this one
thing I do is molding my, whole future
existence, that depending upon the thing
I am now doing I will be happy and
successful or miserable and a failure,
(Continued on page 32)
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Legion of Yesterday
by J ames Neill N orthe
We are the shadow-men of yesterday,
Caked in mud and lying in our graves;
Broken and torn and rotted well these
years,
We, the unsung heroes and the knaves.
Step aside to let us limp our way,
Hear our voices tuned to bullets’
whine,
Fling a silent jest across the years—
These are your echoes . . . the same
heady wine
To call forth men and boys— to crush
their lives.
The same draught to turn your smiles
to fears;
We are the shadow-men o f yesterday
Who watch your wars . . . laugh . . .
and catch your tears,
Somewhere there must be a song to
sing
Far grander than that of bullets’
sting . . .
Sometime there must come a day’s re
lease
When we shall find the door of peace.
From Flight

A n Old Myth
by Hazel Mosher B uxton
When time was young, our God was
Three,
This Union was called the Trinity.
The seventh day, the day o f rest,
They counseled together on what was
best:
“ I f we become known to men o f earth,
They’ll class us as common, devoid of
worth.
“ We must hide away— away from sight
That man learn alone to find the light.”
The first God thought for a while then
said,
“ W hy not hide us in the ocean’s bed?”
“ Unwise,” cried the others, “ for don’t
you know
That man will find means to dive be
low?”
The Second said, “ We can’t use the sky
For man will make wings on his boat
and fly.”
“ Well,” said the Third, “ now let me
see,”
And He pondered the thought reverent
ly.
“ W e’ll hide ourselves in the heart of
man,
The heart he’ll never think to scan.”

An E x-W ar Speaker Speaks

Dark Hours

by R osa Z agnoni Marinoni

Georgia M oore E berling
Dark hours have spread their blackness
over me
Through all my days. I scarcely can re
call
The first time that they stretched their
sable pall
Above me. Yet I know if I could see
Beyond the darkness, and read Fate’s
decree,
I ’d learn that as the bitter, dry Mistral
Sweeps from the air disease and death
and all
Their crew, so, too, my black hours set
me free.

Oh poor am I indeed, whose voice rang
out
To stir men on to battle and to kill . . .!
In name o f Glory I spoke much and
loud,
To hear the crowds cry out: “ WE
W IL L ! W E W IL L !”
I was a “ patriot” then, with flaming
eyes,
With clenching hands and words that
flashed with fire—
To stir the peaceful ones to war and
hate,
Was then my morbid pride and grim
desire.
A flag, a bugle, soldiers marching by,
Would send me shouting in the dusty
street—■
But, oh, since then I saw those boys
return
With blinded eyes and helpless drag
ging feet—
I saw the trenches where the heroes
stand,
Their bayonets still jutting from the
ground.
I saw ex-soldiers standing in bread
lines
And beg fo r work, where work could
not be found.
I saw white crosses standing row on
row
Beneath a dreary stretch o f foreign
skies;
I saw war orphans huddled in a shack,
I saw the tears that ebbed at mothers’
eyes . . . !
Oh, God, look down with pity on me
now!
I f war should come— confine me behind
bars . . .
Lest I should help to hang on window
panes
Gold stars!

To the Slaves of Custom
by P. M. W elch
Cast customs millstone from thy neck
And fly so high, so free,
Hold not thine own reason in check,
Find thy true self in thee.
Man thine own bark, friend, lest it
wreck
Within obscurity.
For custom’s slaves so often ape
Those far below their clan,
And often for a pattern take
The worst that is in man,
’Til they awake, alas, too late
To change the erring plan.

Dark hours, you turn my thoughts from
earth, away
To that celestial world, which is my
home.
You set my mind on that sure-coming
day
When through the fields of Asphodel
I ’ll roam.
Dark hours, you teach my spirit how
to pray
And lift me from dull earth to
Heaven’s dome.

Night
Sand D une Sage
Night is when the elfins dance,
Dervish-like in wild romance,
Drinking cocktails from a star,
Lilting lyrics from afar,
Telling mortals they are fools
When they waste their time in schools.
All that ever can be sweet
Is when love and fancy meet
W hirling through the sky at night
Till their spirits both ignite.
And in flames they wrap as one
While night’s cosmic dream is spun.

Boast or Boost?
by P aul J ans
They who behold a boaster and see
everything— see less than th ey that
gaze upon a master and see nothing.
Who boast the most have much to hide
They pray might stay concealed—
While Lords o f earth in meekness bide
Till Truth may be revealed.

I W ill L ift Up M y Eyes
by I rene Stanley
I will lift up my eyes to the hills,
To the towering, snow-covered peaks.
For the beauty that strengthens and
thrills,
I will lift up my eyes to the hills.
For the peace which beholding instills,
For the breath o f God’s wind on my
cheeks
I will lift up my eyes to the hills.
To the towering, snow-covered peaks!
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O PPORTU N ITY’S GATE
B y L O W R IE K A Y
night some weeks ago my wife
ONE
and I while driving from a motion
picture show in the eight-mile distant
county seat saw two pillars beautifully
illumined in a field which we knew to
be vacant.
The pillars appeared to be built on a
rise in the field and were situated in
relation to each other so that they gave
the impression of a gateway. They were
constructed of buff brick, or light-col
ored stone, perhaps, rose some twelve
feet from their base and were aglow
as though from indirect lighting, at the
top. The effect was impressive and
much the same as one would receive
from a fine painting o f such a scene.
The field was across the road from
my side, the left, o f the car and the pil
lars were perhaps four hundred feet
back from the road. My w ife and I saw

the pillars equally well, turned toward
each other and one o f us exclaimed,
“ Isn’t that pretty?”
The thought then struck us simulta
neously that there was nothing in that
field. It was about a mile and oneh alf from our home and along a road
familiar because o f frequent usage.

such things had happened to each of us
before. But they had happened individ
ually, not together.

The incident took place, however,
when both o f us were worried over
health and business. In fact, the show
which we had attended, was in the way
o f relaxation from recent strain. We
We discussed the incident briefly and had just about “ gone the limit” and
then, having turned into a road from even a movie was anticipated to pro
some
distraction
from
our
which we could look back at the field, vide
did so. We saw no pillars and the field thoughts.
In the weeks that have since passed,
looked as it had always looked and as
opportunities previously unknown, both
it does to this day.
in health and business, have unfolded.
On more recent trips on this road we The strain and worry has gone and
have looked carefully at the field in both my w ife and I are living in a new
which we saw the pillars, but there is light. And we have confidence for the
nothing rising above the ground but future.
vegetation. Others have confirmed this.
We are sure that the pillars which
We did not treat the occurrence as we saw did form a gateway— to vision
seriously as would many persons, as and opportunity.

A PRICELESS NECKLACE
B y ESTE LLE F IN N E G A N
are the dead? Can and
W HERE
do they return to earth? Is com
munication with the dead possible?
These and numerous other questions
relative to the dead have perplexed me
since childhood and when I grew to
womanhood I read every available book
and article relative to the above ques
tions, but I read as an unbeliever.
It was not until the death o f my
daughter, which occurred on her fif
teenth birthday, 1928, that I again be
gan to question seriously and longingly,
“ Where are the dead?” Should anyone
have told me at the time o f her death
that she would return to me again in
1934, I would have thought them in
sane and would have paid little atten
tion to their remarks.
The fact that her return was over
such a seemingly insignificant incident
and that it was witnessed by my son
also, makes it all the more perplexing
to me and thoughts o f that never-to-beforgotten night fill me with sadness and
confusing thoughts.
A friend o f mine who lives in Sedalia,
Missouri, had presented me with a beau
tiful gold necklace which was set with
a large pearl. I had always been an
admirer of jewelry o f any sort and nat
urally I was very proud of this g ift and
wore it every day to work, but the fact
that I considered it about two inches
too long worried me considerably and I
had remarked to my son that when I
felt able I would have it shortened. It
was my custom to take it off over my
head and it was while I was thus re-

moving it one night, preparatory to re
tiring, the chain broke in several places.
I remarked to my son, who witnessed
the breaking o f the same, that I was
unable to have it repaired but would do
so when I received my next salary check
which was about a week distant, and
that I would at this time have it short
ened. With this remark I picked up
the broken chain, placed it in an en
velope, sealed same and tucked it se
curely in my purse and the following
morning took it to work with me. That
evening a friend telephoned me and in
vited me to attend the Ambassador The
atre with her which invitation I ac
cepted. A fter the show we went to the
Forum, a nearby cafeteria, fo r a light
lunch, and while there I told her I
wanted to show her a necklace I had
recently received but that I had broken
the chain the night before. Imagine, if
you can, my surprise when I tore the
envelope open and pulled out the neck
lace in perfect condition. Not only was
the chain repaired but it was about two
inches shorter. I was too filled with
my own thoughts to offer any explana
tion, and in fact, I had none to offer.
Thinking perhaps she had not heard my
remark that the chain was broken I
said nothing and she said nothing about
the broken chain. I could see she was
filled with admiration for the beautiful
pearl.
I had recently divorced my husband
and my eighteen year old son and I
were at that time boarding and shared
a room together on Vermont Street in
St. Louis. It was a large room with

two front windows and the furniture
consisted o f two single beds, two chairs,
a table and an old-fashioned wardrobe.
A small dressing room adjoined it.
When I arrived home my son was
busy with his studies. We talked for
almost an hour, most o f which time was
consumed in trying to solve the mys
tery o f the repaired necklace. Finally,
weary and finding no solution we de
cided to retire.
It was a beautiful moonlight night
and the street light in front o f our
window was not needed fo r the scene
we were about to witness. No sooner
had I turned out the light and flung
my weary body on the bed until my
daughter appeared. She stood by my
bed, radiantly beautiful, her golden hair
falling over her face. I shall never
forget the three short sentences she
slowly uttered and her mystifying dis
appearance. Standing directly in front
o f me and wearing the same dress I
selected fo r her burial, she said,
“ Mather, I fixed your necklace. I think
it is beautiful. W ear it always.” I
reached out my hand to touch her, only
to find that she had vanished as mys
teriously as she had entered. My son,
who quickly recognized his sister’s voice,
had by that time gotten out of bed.
I turned on the light and saw that he
was very pale. “ Mother,” he said, “ did
you see and hear Mary Lee?” He seemed
dazed and thought he might be dream
ing. I told him that she had been there,
(Continued on pape 30)
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EXPERIENCE, THE TEACHER
By

EDW ARD DOANE

V\Z"E MOVE about in these bodies of so gained and the ability to carry
^ ' ours without much thought as to through the life processes such as as
how we came to possess them, or as to similation, secretion, etc., without con
how our souls gained the ability to con scious direction. Through such observa
struct so complex an organism as the tions we are able to perceive that ex
human form. Yet there is no mystery perience is the teacher which enables
connected with the process if we but souls to make progression and that with
look about us and perceive nature in out such experience there would be no
operation, the means by which it is pos consciousness and no progression of
sible. Perhaps the readers of this arti souls.
cle have perceived that all of us are
A study of the history of life and its
children going to school for the purpose
of learning such lessons as will enable evolutionary phases in some of our
us to advance to higher Astral or Spir large museums will show the student
that there were once many varieties of
itual Realms upon the completion of
this little grade and to become useful life upon earth that are now extinct
because they were unable to adapt them
citizens of Cosmos. At least it is the
selves to the ever-changing environ
hope of this writer that all of them
mental conditions brought about by the
have made that much progression.
life processes of the physical earth.
Have you ever pondered upon the This, too, teaches us the lesson that
problem connected with the caterpillar the soul to continue to express life in
and the butterfly? The intelligence or any phase of existence must adapt
soul that directs the building of the itself to the exigencies of the environ
body of the caterpillar gains sufficient ment in which it functions. The penalty
experience in the process that it is en for failure exacted by the laws of na
abled through this knowledge plus what ture which are God’s laws is physical
it gains in contact with environment extinction. And to the inhabitants of
through this form to build the vastly any plane of expression the substance
more complex body of the butterfly from of that plane is physical and that of
the same substance which comprised which the bodies are constructed. Ob
the body of the caterpillar, which to all serving nature in manifestation we are
intents and purposes suffered physical also forced to the conclusion that in
death and disintegration. This new time the earth, too, will finish its life
structure enables the soul to gain a processes and pass away, the substance
much wider range of experience than undergoing disintegration and passing
was possible while functioning through back into the energy fields of space.
the body of the caterpillar and to cover When this takes place Etheric and As
more territory in a single day than tral Planes will in time follow this
could the slow moving caterpillar dur process leaving only the Eternal Spir
ing its entire lifetime. This observation itual Substance, and unless there is a
of nature at work through natural law recognition of adaption to higher con
is an experience of immense value to ditions than physical and Astral the
the sincere seeker for Truth, for but remaining souls will disintegrate and
little thought will convince him that pass along with the other substance
the same law applies to the human soul back into the energy fields. Thus and
as applies to that of the caterpillar. thus alone can a soul be lost.
The soul of man does not spontaneously
Science has a rather clear cut expo
learn how to construct the human body sition of the progress of physical life
any more than the soul of the cater on earth up to and including the man
pillar knew without experience in build like ape, or ape-like man as you prefer.
ing a lesser form, how to construct the It fails however to find the missing
more complex organism of the butter link, and this is also because it fails
fly. The human form is constructed by to apply the basic law of physics to
its directing intelligence or soul—solely the problem of evolution and recognize
because of experience gained in con that for every such period there must
structing lesser life forms, retaining of necessity also be a period of involu
from each as memory, the knowledge tion. The key to the point of meeting

of these periods can be found in the
story in the Sixth Chapter of Genesis.
The same story expresses in universal
symbolism by the two trines meeting
on a plane surface as carried in the
hands of Egyptian Figures.
In order to express higher states of
consciousness the soul must of necessity
have experiences in expressing lower
states of consciousness, just as to build
a higher life form it must have experi
ence in building lower life forms.
God through nature has provided the
means by which the soul can gain ex
perience and knowledge sufficient to con
struct these higher forms and thus make
progress through gaining increased per
ceptions, and after this phase to start
the journey back to Celestial Realms
and the Angelic Form. In each higher
phase, expressing life more vividly,
gaining knowledge, experiencing pleas
ure and pain as it adapts to or fails
to meet the conditions of the environ
ment in which it functions. The mo
tivating force behind each life form is
its Divine Ego— which is a pure scin
tillating spark of Deity that has been
impressed by its Angelic Parents—-with
the function to be performed in the Di
vine Plan of Cosmic Construction. The
ego in turn evolves the twin souls that
are represented in the Angelic state by
the double-headed golden eagle of Ma
sonry, starts them out on the involu
tionary and evolutionary jo u r n e y s
through the Cycle of Necessity to gain
such experiences and knowledge as will
enable them to enter into their ultimate
function as intelligent workers in the
cosmic structure. One cannot be selfcentered and progress to Spiritual
Realms, selfishness must be left behind,
and whole-hearted, sincere work done
in behalf of the cosmic whole must be
undertaken and done if such heights
are to be reached. Knowledge must be
gained of the relationship of the soul
to Deity and to all other life forms, if
immortality is to be attained. By your
experiences you can gain the knowledge
which applied with wisdom will enable
your soul to make progress up the spiral
of life to Angelic Realms. Experience
is the teacher which you must heed in
order to gain these exalted heights.

“ T h e W a tc h e r ”

by A mar D aniel
Tonight my mind is a storm-tossed
ocean of form
and my thought-things are but halfborn
before the undertow of my soul’s dis
turbance
has torn them from me.
Twilight and dawn, noonday and mid
night are blurred
in that ragged sea,
and the reflections I rarely perceive

are grotesque replicas
of the me dimly trying to see the ex
panse of
illuminated nothingness
of my mind’s ocean floor.
Yet as I stand my watch with a weary
soul’s
perseverance
the high-leaping, low-harpooning, coil
ing
rhythms of thought

break less heavily on the bulwark of
my concentration
until they become a rippling tide of mo
tionless motion,
and the thought-things born are not
bastards,
but pure begotten beings of the me
that clearly answers my steadfastness
from mind’s depth of sea
in its controlled and limpid tranquil
lity.
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The Secrets o f Handwriting Revealed
N E R V O U S A N D M O R A L D E G E N E R A T IO N

By

KNUTE O. HOLM — C e r tifie d G r a p h o -A n a ly st

days of intense living there
INareTHESE
many factors that contribute to
the nervousness from which so many
people seem to suffer. Many, of course,
are so constituted that they can well
stand the pace. Unfortunately, how
ever, there are others who are naturally
nervous, while some are morally weak
and readily fall victims to habits or
ways of living that lead to sickness and
misfortune. Evidence of these weak
nesses often crop out in the handwrit
ing and are danger signs that should
always be heeded.
If a person finds that some rather
unusual changes are taking place in
the writing it is a sign that something
is wrong some place. These variations
may appear in the slant of the writing,
the pressure, or the strokes that go into
the forming of the letters or the words.
The nervous system, of which the brain
is the center, is sending out a warning
of some disturbance that may be physi
cal or nervous in nature. Usually the
person in question is not aware of the
approaching condition.
People who are naturally nervous and
timid always place this evidence in the
retracing of some of the letters. It
may show in the capital “ M” or in the
small letter “ n.” Often, too, the com
pactness of the script will also bring
out this state of affairs. As a rule the
strokes and the slant of the writing
prove that the individual in question is
emotional and high strung, and more
often than not the letter “ d” discloses
a very sensitive nature.
All the foregoing evidence of nervous
ness and emotionalism was disclosed in
the writing of two young persons who
called on us. In one the condition of
the base line disclosed an optimistic
nature. In spite of the moodiness and
nervous condition so plainly brought out
in the script the person concerned was
often able to take a lighter and more
pleasant view of life. In the other in
stance, however, the formation of the
base line and the ending of the lines of
writing showed a nature that was con
stantly repressed. There was a dis
tinct strain of pessimism disclosed in
this particular specimen that could not
be mistaken and the person concerned
was nearly always conscious of a feel
ing of oppression that resulted in sad
ness. In this instance it was interesting
to note that the letters “ f ” and “1”
showed that the individual in question
possessed an instinctive interest in sub
jects of religious nature. In spite of
this, however, the person in question
admitted having thought of suicide but
always managed to pull out of this
black despondency. In both of these in
stances the writing was perfectly nat
ural and had never changed in any
respect.

Many a person has committed suicide
during moments of melancholia. Evi
dence of this trait that leads to these
black moods is always to be found in
the base line and the finals of the
words. If the letter “ s” also discloses
the fact that the person concerned is
lacking in moral firmness, or the writ
ing in itself discloses a weak nature it
all forms a bad combination.
Many a person has worried himself
or herself sick. As a rule evidence of
this negative trait may be found in
several places. That is, worry is the
combination of several other traits that
automatically lead up to it. A de
pressed mind disclosed in the base line,
a timid nature shown in the formation
of some letters and a strong imagina
tion that is to be found in some of the
loop letters often leads to worry. How
ever, the small letter “ p” alone will
sometimes disclose evidence of worry.
When this evidence is repeated in a
sheet of writing it proves beyond a
shadow of a doubt that the individual
in question is worrying about some
thing unusual. This single evidence of
extreme worry cannot be contradicted
by anything else found in the writing
and unless something is done to remove
the cause the person concerned is in
greater danger of a nervous collapse.
Some of the capital letters including
the capital “ P” also bring out evidence
of nervousness that cannot be mistaken
by a Grapho-Analyst. The strokes are
not formed the way they should be and
the letter is lacking in force or definite
ness. This evidence always discloses
some disorder that is nervous in nature.
Or there may be some other underlying
condition that places this evidence in
the writing. In any case it is a warn
ing that everything is not as it should
be and measures should be taken to lo
cate the cause.
As everyone knows, persons who hab
itually use narcotics or drugs of any
kind get jumpy and are always on edge.
Evidence of this is to be found in the
letter “ n.” It may also be found in
the “ a” and the letter “ o.” When this
shows in the writing it always proves
that the party concerned is indulging
in some form of dissipation that is
bound to ruin all appreciation of moral
conduct. It usually leads to terrible suf
fering that ends in collapse. Many a
promising career and bright future has
been blighted by the negative traits
mentioned in this paragraph.
It should be remembered, however,
that the fundamental reason why peo
ple take to drugs differs greatly. There
are persons of strong character who,
because of some chronic illness, are
forced to take drugs in order to allevi
ate pain and if continued for a great
length of time may undermine the mor
als of the party in question. At the

same time there are others who take
drugs of some kind for the thrill they
get out of it, little realizing the terrible
risk they are taking, while some resort
to drugs because of a deep-rooted weak
ness in their character. It is persons
of the latter type that we refer to.
Criminal tendencies and habits that
are destructive both mentally and moral
ly are also disclosed in the formation of
the letters “ m,” “ w,” and the “ b.” These
letters disclose danger signals that can
not be ignored under any circumstances.
It makes no difference who the individ
ual concerned happens to be. When
evidence of this particular type ap
pears the party in question is the victim
of some moral weakness that affects the
whole character.
The single evidence of criminal ten
dencies and moral degeneration men
tioned in all the small letters referred
to in the foregoing paragraphs is un
usually strong and outstanding. When
these signs are disclosed repeatedly in
a sheet of writing they out-balance
everything else in connection with the
character of the individual in question.
This does not mean that all the letters
need to show the weaknesses with which
they are connected in the same hand
writing. It is enough if one letter dis
closes the desired information provided
the evidence is repeated again and
again in the same letter formation.
Assuming that the small letter “ e”
brings out the fact that there is some
defect in the nervous system of a cer
tain person. This evidence is enough
to go by as long as this letter discloses
the same evidence several times over
in one sheet of writing.
While the evidence furnished by the
special formation of these before-men
tioned small letters can never be dis
regarded there are other signs that
show whether or not an individual is
inclined to dissipate. This evidence may
be found in the condition of the strokes
or the general formation of the letters
throughout the script. The strokes in
themselves may bring out the fact that
the person concerned is of a very sen
sual nature. This proves that the in
dividual in question is the victim of
an intense desire for the gratification
of the passions. As a rule it also proves
that the party in question has rich
tastes and wants to lead a life that is
not in keeping with the social standards
of the day. This desire for sensual grat
ification may lead to excessive drinking,
the eating of too spicy foods and the
wild spending of money in many other
ways.
The general formation of most of the
letters may also disclose the fact that
a person is too easily influenced for his
or her own good. This evidence may
be found in any letter in the writing.
(Continued on page 28)
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Ariadne Saves Theseus with
a Clew o f Thread
By

ELBERT B E N J A M IN E
President of the Church of Light

Elhert Benjamine

W

HEN viewing Bootes, the hus
bandman in the sky, picturing the
harvest decanate of the harvest sign,
through which the Sun' passes each year
from August 23 to September 2, one can
but wonder once again how much must
be attributed to coincidence, and how
much of ancient lore was actual knowl
edge. The chief star in this constella
tion is mentioned thus in Job 38-32,
“ Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in
his season? or canst thou guide Arcturus with his sons?” as if, like turn
ing the zodiac to bring any season de
sired, the control of Arcturus were an
impossible task.
We are hardly warranted, I suppose,
in believing that the ancients knew any
thing of the terrific speed with which
a few of the stars travel. Yet Arcturus
is classed as one of those “ runaway
stars” which have a speed so great, ac
cording to Simon Newcomb, the great
astronomer, as to be beyond control of
the other bodies in the firmament. Job
might well ask about this swiftest of
all the brighter stars, traveling 89 miles
a second, or of the son, one of the stars
of the Great Bear, which is smaller
but moves at even greater speed, by
what agency they could be guided.
If we deny to the ancients intuition,
it is more logical to suppose that they
had discovered the large motion of Arc
turus relative to the other stars; as
we know that since the day of Ptolemy
it has shifted its position by more than
a degree; that is, by more than twice
the diameter of the full moon.
Yet this shifting has not been great
enough to remove it from the constel
lated picture to which rightfully it be
longs, and it is still to be seen in the
leg of the starry keeper of the vine
yard and is easily located in the sum
mer evening sky by merely following
the general curve of the handle of the
Big Dipper approximately a handle’s
length beyond.
Although it was chosen for another
and quite as romantic a reason by those
in charge of the Century of Progress
Exposition held in Chicago in 1933; be
cause this exposition was held in honor
of, and to display labor-saving devices
and the scientific progress which repre
sents the harvest of experience gained

the prevous hundred years, no better
star could have been selected to sym
bolize the exposition than this chief
star in the constellation picturing the
mental and harvest decanate of the
mental and harvest sign Virgo.
Its speed is typical of the new forms
of locomotion displayed in the exhibits.
And in addition to the sickle which
the Husbandman carries to indicate the
reaping of the harvest, the spear which
he carries in the other hand indicates
that the devices thus acquired have
slain, let us hope forever, the sweat
shop Minotaur nourished by child labor.
The harvesting of the energy of Arc
turus, rather than of some rival in bril
liancy, late in May, 1933, to close the
switches that turned on the lights which
formally opened the exposition, was
prompted ostensibly by the circum
stance that the light which fell upon
the photoelectric cells at the eye-end
of telescopes at four different observa

tories left the Husbandman star at
about the time the previous Chicago
World’s Fair was held in 1893.
Not only were the lights of the ex
position turned on at the opening of
the fair through the energy of this
reddish-yellow star of first magnitude,
but the process was repeated with all
its dramatic details each evening dur
ing the early summer. Always it was
witnessed by an awe-inspired crowd who
gathered before the huge perpendicular
map on which the co-operating observa
tories were located not merely by name
but also by electric bulbs.
The assembled audience, at the min
ute designated, saw the bulb of one
observatory on the map light up as the
amplified energy from Arcturus, trans
mitted telegraphically from that region
of the country reached the switch in
Chicago. Then another and another of
the bulbs blazed as the observatories
(Continued on page 29)
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Bringing Your Stars to You
Astrologically W ith Your
Personal Daily Guide
By

H AASAN OSIRIS

Author of “Astrological Birth-Control, the Nation’s
Greatest Asset,” “ Astrology and Surgery”

Haasan Osiris
INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK
FOR 1937
United States
’ I 'RUE to my predictions in the No*- vember issue the present Admin
istration’s ideals go marching on. The
year of 1937 is a memorable one in the
history of the nation. Business revival,
rising prices, less unemployment, in
stitution and corporation reforms after
federal investigations prove faulty sys
tems of regulation under incompetent
local leadership have prevailed, new
laws, lowered taxes, military prepared
ness, industrial commerce improves,
stocks reach new highs, and general
prosperity settles over the land. A more
united effort of the people to promote
peace and progress. Devastating fires
in some central-western states, drouth
conditions prevail in the west, terrific
floods in the East, Central West and
South, and new crimes startle the na
tion into action to curb underworld ac
tivities. A severe sea disaster threatens
the coast and a famous aviator will
crack up. There are fewer suicides than
usual, but more murders. Deaths of im
portant governmental personages oc
casionally. A famous divorce and a fa
mous marriage within the boundary of
America attracts international atten
tion. Pan-American co-operation in
some respects and lack of co-operation
on the other hand cause continued
speculation as to whether the Americas
can be united in principle or not. The
year as a whole seems to bring many
needed reforms, great progress, gov
ernmental changes and agricultural
success.
Canada
Our delightful neighbor to the North
experiences a most progressive year
also. There is a revival of industrial
projects which have lain unproductive
for a time, new trade relations with

United States, much travel is shown
through the year within the Dominion.
Closer contact with the Mother coun
try—likely, this is due to the corona
tion of the King. Rather severe winter
weather prevails late into the Spring.
The agricultural outlook is very prom
ising. Canada experiences a new pros
perity this year.

England
The British Empire, “ upon which the
sun never sets,” goes dramatically
ahead with the principles which only
England is famous for. The crowning
of the King marks a great period in
English history. The English pound
increases in value. A great build
ing program spreads through the Em
pire. Preparedness goes on, valuable se
crets will be guarded by the war depart
ment and many surprises are in store
for any nation that attempts to make
war with England. This nation will
mark important history in 1937.

justs its internal affairs. Not all of the
propaganda about this country will be
true. Herr Hitler is an organizer and
a promoter: he has no desire for war,
but it looks very much as though the
reins of power will revert in generous
measure to the fiery Goering— not in
entirety, but indirectly he has power in
governmental policies which are not al
together healthy for that nation or the
world. Unless careful, Goering will
lead his reorganized Germany into the
pitfalls of conflict which would forever
seal the doom of Germany. This nation
is treading on dangerous ground and
would better go slowly.
Italy
The complete policy of Italy under
Mussolini will be the building up of its
military strength, both at home and
abroad. The nation enters many secret
treaties and arrangements with for
eign governments. Assassination of
Mussolini is attempted, but will proba b 1 y f a i l . Elemental disturbances
threaten— such as earthquakes or vol
canic eruptions, etc.

France
Several changes in governmental pol
icies to avert a revolution are indicat
ed. Strong political oppositions tear
several sections of the country asunder
from time to time, but settlement of
differences seems to be effected in the
end. Greater military strength is indi
cated through the year. France has
some quarrel with central European
countries, which threatens war, but
does not promote it in 1937. This na
tion experiences great tourist trade
through the year.

Russia

It is possible that Russia may be
forced to demonstrate her military
strength through the year some time.
The world will stand in awe at the re
organized and powerful Russia. A tiff
with Japan is likely to spread more
rapidly than the world thinks. I have
always said you cannot put an Aqua
rian down: they always come back
stronger than ever. I have said that
Russia would come back bigger than
ever in past years. Steadily the recent
years have borne out that prediction.
Germany
Russia is ruled by Aquarians. Watch
Germany becomes stronger, more Russia come back in 1937!
powerful and more influential as it ad
(Continued on pa,ge 26)
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Gallery o f Letters With
Their Meaning
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For thoBe whose
birthdays occur
between:

G: Capital G means a very good
day. Ask favors, seek work, sign
papers, promote your affairs, take
trips, advertise, make friends, in
vestigate, attend to everything of
importance.
Go places and do
things.
g : Small g means a slightly good
day. On these days attend to usual
routine, make offers, entertain
company, visit, write letters, send
telegrams, take short trips, im
prove your personal affairs. Buy
things, sell and invest.
A : Capital A means an adverse day.
On these days use care and cau
tion in all dealings, avoid acci
dents, losses, thefts, and guard
your health. Also be careful of
misunderstandings and engage in
no arguments. Take no risks or
chances.
a: Small a means a slightly adverse
day. On these days attend only
to necessary duties, strive to keep
cheerful, avoid hurts and wounds,
make haste slowly and seek de
pendable advice before acting.
Avoid domestic inharmony.
D : Capital D means a doubtful day.
Quite likely on these days several
alternate good and adverse influ
ences prevail and you should be
discreet in all activities. Do not
take too much for granted — don’t
be too sure. Postpone things.
N : Capital N means a Neutral day.
On this day the influences are
equally balanced, therefore it is
not a very important day.
Go
about your usual affairs with usual
prudence and it will be a success
ful but uneventful day.
C: Capital C means a Critical day.
On these days you should be un
usually careful and cautious in
everything. Be sure to avoid ac
cidents, sudden losses, explosions,
falls, hurts, cuts and bruises. Un
dertake NOTHING important.
F : Forenoon of this day is good, but
the afternoon is adverse; therefore
the A.M. should be considered as
G and the P.M. as A.
P: Afternoon is good but the forenoon
is adverse. Therefore the day
should be considered as A in A.M.
and G in P.M.
E : This letter will be used in com
bination with other letters and
pertains to the Evening of any
day when the Evening influences
differ from the influences of the
rest of the day. A letter E added
to any day means the evening is
good for romance, pleasure seek
ing, amusements, visiting, short
trips and general recreations.
V : This letter will also be used in
combination with other letters
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D ir e c t io n s : F ir s t find th e colu m n w h ich includes y o u r b irth d a y ,
then look d o w n th a t colu m n o f letters u n til you com e to th e date o f
the m on th you w ish (g iv e n at the l e f t ) . A ft e r se cu rin g th e k eyletter f o r th a t date r e fe r to th e G allery o f L e tte rs to find ou t the
in d ica tion s f o r th a t day. W h en m o re th an one letter is g iv e n f o r
any d a y look up b o th letters f o r th a t d a y and g o v e rn y o u r s e lf a c
co rd in g ly .
T h is is a D a ily G uide f o r each Z o d ia ca l S ig n f o r th e presen t
m onth.

when the evening hours differ
from the rest of the day. The
letter V added to any day means
the evening is adverse for risks
or ventures and it is best to re
main at home and engage only in
quiet recreations with friends or
family.

Remember that when a day is marked
G it is good for most all progressive
things, even though they might not be
mentioned in the paragraph. Remem
ber that a day marked A is adverse
for most all progressive things, even
though they are not mentioned in the
paragraph.
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W hy “Planetary” Numerology ?
By
win, desi re and
cheerful expectancy of good things
from life are powerful forces for suc
cess. These are a fine start in the right
direction but only a START. Much
more is needed than just clinging to
the thought that “ everything will be all
right” even though that is a construc
tive attitude.
Cosmic law is in operation whether
or not we are conscious of it. The line
of least resistance is the way of most
progress and ADAPTABILITY is sy
nonymous with success.
There are without question varying
forces loosely termed good or evil which
are playing upon the individual and to
which he reacts according to his make
up. When at the moment of birth a
child draws its first breath as a sepa
rate entity, the magnetic vibratory in
fluences from the stars and planets, ac
cording to their position at that mo
ment impress upon the plastic cells and
nervous matter its particular rate of
vibration and trend of development and
there is an interdependence between the
various parts of the brain.
Each planet rules or is related to a
group of the faculties. This much of
a subject, too large for'a short article,
is sufficient to show that while we have
reason and free-will, yet we are decid
edly made of cosmic material and sub
ject to influence as to our dominant
trend of brain activity. This does not
mean that we are puppets, far from it.
We can use these characteristics to
make our lives beautiful and of service
to ourselves and others, but to use them
we must know them and this brings a
need for a system of interpretation.
Now, friends, since the source or
basis of the vibratory forces which
shape the shifting day to day pattern
of our lives into a harmonious chord or
a shrieking discord, according to our
knowledge and co-operation or lack of
these vital necessities, is the planets and
luminaries, it follows by all logic and
reason that the system of interpretation
used to determine the effects of these
vibrations upon the individual charac
ter and circumstances SHOULD BE
PLANETARY.

D

e t e r m in e d

PERRY SUITS

Astrology, “ The Golden Key,” has tion. The remedy would be a change
been used for thousands of years. Egyp in name value of course.
tians and Chaldeans regulated the most
It is our comprehension of the nature
important events by it. Greece, China of these laws and forces and our reac
and India had great exponents of it. tion to this knowledge which determines
Kepler, Newton, Flamstead, Pytha what we get from them or what they
goras, Haydon and many other great do in our lives. It really is “ The set of
and illustrious men down through the the sail and not the gale that determines
centuries believed and practiced this the way we go.”
and many of them also practiced the
The rain in its season can find us
equally ancient Science of Numbers,
snugly housed and serve! the purpose of
Numerology, “ The Silver Key.”
soaking the soil to germinate the seeds
The vibrations of the planets are de we planted to raise our future dinners,
tected in the life factors of an indi or it can catch us unhoused, give us a
vidual in more than one way. For in soaking and send us into a fever from
stance : it is the “ sound” vibration exposure. The same rain contributes to
which is used in this method of inter both effects, but the result in the one
pretation of a name, therefore the Plan case is good and the other bad. The
etary Alphabet gives a value to letters attitude of the individual brought about
according to their phonetic value and the difference. The rain was neither
only those letters which directly lend good nor bad, simply wet. Similarly the
themselves to the sounding of a word
vibratory force of the planets can find
or name are used in the enumeration.
This, of course, requires exact and care us prepared to take advantage of the
ful coding and an accurate knowledge particular set of opportunities each
of pronunciation. In the hands of the brings or it can whirl us into an un
expert, interpretation through the plan dertow, so to speak, and grind our faces
etary symbols is capable of universal in the mud of regret or actual dis
application. Haydon used this key as comfort.
did also the late Sepharial.
These Cosmic Laws are impartial. It
Now as an example suppose a person is up to us to recognize and deal with
has a name which has the final unit them in a fashion to go smoothly with
value of TWO, which in this system their force. We cannot successfully fight
is the symbol expressing the vibration or ignore them. The wise man trims
of the Negative Moon (and I may say sail to co-operate with them. The fool
the Moon has numbers for both the THINKS he rules them, but he does not
as he will find to his sorrow.
negative and positive phase).
The Negative Moon vibration indi
cates doubt, indecision, vacillation, the
enmity of women, an unstable charac
ter. Now let us further suppose that
this person with the Moon Negative
name had as the sum of the birth, Nine,
the symbol of Mars influence. Mars
indicates energy, the will to do, execu
tive ability, action, and Mars’ vibration
raises or emphasizes any other factor
it contacts. The combination of the
Moon Negative and the Mars’ vibrations
would make life very difficult, confus
ing and full of change. The individual
would be forever rushing into situa
tions, then changing his mind and back
ing up to start again in a new direc

Positive power of mind is not a blun
dering, ignorant, ruthless giant who
forges straight through all obstacles,
but rather is a skilled pilot with the
knowledge to avoid obstacles and take
advantage of forces. The tide or cur
rent which carries one ship safely
through a channel dashes another on
a reef or grounds it on a bar. Both
pilots may be cheery, alert, determined
men but one had exact knowledge by
which to steer while the other had not.
Planetary Numerology can and does
give this exact knowledge and its find
ings are derived from the experience of
wise men over a period of thousands
of years.

The Battles of the Universe
By
'U' VER on the wings of Time there
seems to be a strange re-birth of
Souls, who, by their chancing it—the
ever-waiting throngs of those who, by
their living on this Great Earth Plane
take chances all—to give to these an
other opportunity to win the Glory and
the Blessings that are won by Work—•
by Fame—by Chance.

ETHEL MANSFIELD

It all blends into one great scheme—
the lives that all must live to gain their
ascendency over all. They toil—they
rest—they follow those who by their
progress have advanced to another
place in Life’s great battle won.
Forward, all— there is not time to
think; perhaps another time will do as

well. It must be done while you are
here— work— toil— possessions none— it
does not matter how or why—there is
a time when all will know the blessings
that can be bestowed upon those Souls
who by their forward march have won
— THE BATTLES OF THE UNI
VERSE.
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Practical Lessons in Palmistry for
the Lay Reader
By

Alice Denton Jennings
(Author’s Note — In these talks the
word “ child” is being used throughout,
meaning, of course, young children of
both sexes, as well as men and women
who may be dissatisfied with their pres
ent vocation in life. The use of the
term is merely for convenience and to
prevent verbiage.)

ALICE DENTON JENNINGS

Where the third finger is Spatulate,
the indications are for love of form, of
movement in art, dramatic talent.
Where the little finger is Spatulate,
the indications are of mechanical skill,
love of machinery.
Where the Spatulate shape predomi
nates in all the fingers, the indications
are for tremendous energy and strong
ly marked individuality. This is espe
cially true if the palm is firm, well tex
tured, and a delicate pink in color.
Square Tips

The “ Square Tip” is one distinctly
square at the tips of the finger Square
tips belong to the orderly, the sys
tematic, the law-abiding, the sticklers
for correct form. Such tips think and
act by rule. They love punctuality
above all things. The square tips indi
Finger Tips Interpreted
cate ideas of a positive nature and a
HAVE often been told by those in love of order and tidiness. They abhor
terested in this study that they disorder of all things, whether in home,
could not tell to which type hands be shop or office. There is often a taste for
longed, and I have found that this in social science, politics, commercial ca
ability to class hands as a whole has pacity. The square tip is skillful in
hopelessly confused those who have all things where precision and accuracy
tried to do so. To speak of “ Hand are essential. This regularity makes
types” is not only misleading, but is architects of artists, scientist of experi
distinctly erroneous, as we seldom find mentalist, marks the good bookkeeper,
a hand containing all the fingers of the clerk, merchant, and is always useful
same type or character. I have, for this in any situation.
reason, dropped the practice of speak
Where the index finger tip is square,
ing of “ Hand types” and use instead the indications are for love of truth.
“ Finger tip types.” This article has to
Where the second finger tip is square,
do with “ Finger tip types.”
the indications are for prudence, a
Finger tips are classed as Spatulate, grave, thoughtful character.
Square, Conic and Pointed. The sig
Where the third finger is square, the
nificance of the “tip type” depends upon indications are for truth and reason in
the finger upon which it is found. The art and in life.
“ tip type” as well as its application to
Where the little finger is square, the
the individual finger on which it is indications are for love of the abstract,
found will be fully explained in this reason in science, good at business.
article.
Where the square shape predominates
Spatulate Tips
in all the fingers, the indications are of
The Spatulate tips are spade shaped, a literal mind, an abhorrence, as well
that is, broad at the extreme tip and as a fear of exaggeration, even on
narrowing toward the first joint. The trivial subjects. Such a one distrusts
Spatulate tip shows great originality. instinct and puts all his reliance on
Its possessor always sees the practical reason.
and common-sense side of things. There
Conic Tips
is a desire for travel, progress, plenty
The Conic tips taper slightly at the
of life and movement. This type is al
ways inspiring others with energy and
enthusiasm. This type not only discov
ers, but builds up and develops new ac
tivities, new enterprises, new lands.
Wherever this type is found, there is
activity, energy, enterprise.
Where the index finger is Spatulate
(and this is rarely the case) the indi
cations are for error and exaggerated
action.
Where the second finger is Spatulate,
the indications are for great activity.

I

base of the fingers. The finger tips are
rounded.
The Conic tips indicate love of art
and perfection. The Conic nature is
artistic, impulsive, intuitive, quick and
impressionable. Persons with Conic
tipped fingers are usually very quick
mentally, especially on subjects that
appeal to the imagination. Such a one
is very responsive to color, to music, to
eloquence, and to all forms of beauty.
They have what amounts to a talent
for appreciation.
Such tips are often easily influenced
and for that reason are not always con
stant in love affairs. Their pleasureloving, easy-going natures, coupled
with their natural refinement makes
them most attractive companions.
Where the index finger is conic, there
is quick apprehension, intuition, love
for beauty in all shapes and forms.
Where the second finger is conic (and
this is rarely the case), the indications
are of frivolity and carelessness.
Where the third finger is conic, there
is artistic feeling and intuition.
Where the little finger is conic, there
is eloquence, tact, diplomacy.
Where the conic shape predominates
in all the fingers, there is talent, quick
ness of mind and great intuitiveness.
These qualities are intensified where the
palm is firm, well textured and of a
delicate pink color
Pointed Tips
Pointed tips are so designated be
cause they are long, narrow and exces
sively pointed. These tips are usually
found on the hands of individuals pure
ly visionary. They have little idea of
how to be practical, business-like or
logical. They are easily influenced by
others and have no idea of order, punc
tuality or discipline. All forms of magic
and mystery attract them. These indi
viduals have the intuitive faculties
highly developed and are good as sensi
tives, mediums or clairvoyants.
This extreme type tip is very rare.
Its very fineness and beauty indicates
its want of energy and strength. These
(Continued on page 30)
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PLANETARY NUMEROLOGY

YOUR STAR

Your Name Analyzed

OF H O P E !

“JOIN TH E T H O U G H T FORCE,
H E A L T H A N D SUCCESS
A SSO C IA TIO N
(An Occult Order of Harmonious Thinkers)
• There is a M IG H T Y PSYCHIC FORCE
which fills all Space. This is the same
FORCE that JESUS and all MASTERS
Used. YOU, too, can learn to A PPLY this
PO W E R to Gain Health, Happiness and
LIFE more A B U N D A N T. W hen you be
come a member o f the T . F. H. S. A. you
receive 7 lessons containing- Marvelous
Formulas on how to A T T R A C T this PSY
CHIC FORCE. How to develop a Powerful
W ILL, U nfold your PSYCHIC VISION,
How to overcome FEAR, Attain H A P P I
NESS and Make others HAPPY. W e have
come to Lighten your BU RDEN ; Let US
HELP YOU on LIFE’ S W AY .
For information concerning this Remark
able Teaching, Write to the

By Perry Suits

Send full name and present signature, also year, month and day of birth. Communications
without name and address will not be answered. Analysis should pertain to yourself and
not to someone else. Address NUMEROLOGIST, The Occult Digest, 1900 North Clark
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Names are not analyzed, privately for a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The service in the
magazine is free and is designed to help those who are in distress.

E.
R.W.H., 111.— The name as given
birth shows the Positive Moon Vibra
tion by its symbol Seven and is harmo
niously energized by the birth Vibra
tion (Mars) whose symbol is Nine.
With this combination you could be a
leader in public affairs or contacting
the public. The present signature is
also good, indicating energetic, artistic
inclinations. The birth chart also shows
organizing and promoting ability, gen
erosity, leadership and a keen interest
in the public. You think along lines of
public contact and should go far toward
distinction and success.
F.
P.D., Calif.— Your present form
signature is not good. It shows worry,
limitation, misfortune. The full name
is no better, rather worse. The most
harmonious way would be to use the
middle initial with the first and last
name. This would give a more optimis
tic, expansive and increasant vibration.

T . F . H . s. A.

Your residence number is destructive
at
and inharmonious also. Your birth
symbol shows you would do well as an
entertainer, speaker, caterer or similar
activity.
E.A., 111.— You are somewhat timid
and indecisive, have an inclination to
travel and have artistid instincts. You
would do best to use a signature with
your husband’s initials, C. A.
With
this you would be much interested in
intellectual pursuits and educational
activities.
M.W.-C.O.— I am sure you will use
more discrimination and better judg
ment during the coming year than you
of
have during the past one, which in
clined you to, well, shall I say— folly?
The end of 1936 shows brighter finan
cial prospects, which should improve
your outlook. Your name in combina
tion with your birth indicates you
should work along artistic or mental
lines.

Something Different

Dept. 6

Chula Vista, California
U. S. A.

I IV C A T A L O G U E S
© A new, 40-page descriptive catalogue of the latest and
most practical books dealing with Astrology and kindred
subjects. It reads like a romance — the romance of
science, of philosophy, of prophecy, of practical attain
ment through application of astrosophic principles to
every-day affairs. You will be pleased to have such
a complete catalogue of the world’s best books listed
under seventy-nine different headings.
® Your request accompanied by 3-cent stamp will bring
this fine new catalogue to your address promptly.

Are ¥©u Happy?
Are You Happy? Successful? In Harmony
With Your Surroundings? I f Not, Let
PLA N E TA R Y NUMEROLOGY Show You
Where the Trouble Lies. My Interpretations
Point Out the Difficulties and Get You in
Your Right Vibration Which Is Necessary
Before Conditions Change. Name Analysis,
Square o f Three Birth Analysis, Adverse
and Fortunate Days, Dates, Numbers and
Colors. Your Personal KEYNOTE Vibra
tion. Your Musical Notes. Name adjustment
if NECESSARY. Also How to Reduce Any
Number to Its Unit. KNOW YOUR OWN
VIBRATION AND HOW TO HARMO
NIZE IT W ITH OTHERS.
SEND NAME AS GIVEN A T BIRTH AND
AS USED N O W ; YEAR, MONTH, DAY
AND IF POSSIBLE HOUR OF BIRTH.
Interpretations According to Your Vibra
tion, $6.00 Each. Money Order or Reg
istered Mail. NO PERSONAL CHECKS.

L L E W E L L Y N P U B LIC ATIO N S LTD.
8921 National Blvd. O, Los Angeles (Palms), California

M A N .,.T he Unknown
T h e M o s t P o p u la r B ook o f th e H o u r

PERKY SUITS

By A L E X IS C AR R E L

PLANETARY NUMEROLOGIST
212 West 56th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

S c ie n tis t and S u rg eon

:
M ake

THE OCCULT DIGEST
P o p u la r . . .
T E L L Y O U R F R IE N D S A B O U T

1 his author has had the opportunity to study man in all
walks of life and in 322 pages of this wonderful book you
will find the knowledge you have been searching for Dedicated to all mankind, it offers to all a simple account of
facts revealed about human beings by scientific observation.
Cloth, $3.50.
T H E O C C U L T BOOK M A R T
1900 North Clark Street

Chicago, III.

January, 1937
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P S Y C H IC R E V E L A T I O N
Your Problems Solved

by

HAVE YOI SECIIED
your rightful share o f “ the heritage of

You are allowed one question. Please write briefly and plainly.
Questions without name and address are not answered. A d 
dress Z A ’ DEL, The Occult Digest, 1900 N . Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Questions are not answered privately for a stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
service in the magazine is free and is designed to help those who are in distress.

the Gallilean Carpenter, Jesus Christ,”
who, when he said, “ These things which
I do, Ye shall do, also,” meant exactly
that? . . . The Divine Creator has no

P.C.S., Texas— Specialize in some one time, but your chance will come.
thing and you will succeed.
B.T.T., Idaho — Nothing special in
S.C., 111.—-Look up the law on your sight before mid-summer.
case; you will find it takes two years.
A.B.D., Wis.— Not before mid-sum
I.L.J., 111.— Free your mind from mer.
doubt and it will be the best tonic ever,
M.E., Colo.— Neither one soon, but
to effect a permanent cure.
later on the change is made in the
E. I.L., Can.— Make no change now. home. Do not do private work.
Within two months your big opportu
W.S., Calif.— Go where you, yourself
nity will advance you.
can do the best; there is no choice in
F. D., Calif.— You will have a better places, as places go, but you can do
chance where you are. It will take some better where you are.

special favorites

among His

children

and all are intended to share in his bene
factions. In the Golden Trumpet we have
clearly set forth the facts regarding Psy
chic Unfoldment and the key to attain
ment o f this wonderful knowledge. This
volume has been acclaimed as the great
est contribution to Spiritualism in the
past decade by Dr. George B. Cutter and
other eminent Mediums. A limited sup
ply is available at $2.00 postpaid.

A ll

the natural laws are revealed. This vol
ume opens the doorway to Psychic Pow

O A H SP E

er. Cease groping in the dark. Secure

the KOSMON REVELATIONS in

T H E W O R D S O F J E H O V IH
and his ANGEL EMBASSADORS

this book N O W by sending check
or Money Order to
TH E G O L D E N TR U M PE TER
220 Brinker A ve.

Columbus, Ohio

A SACRED HISTORY OF THE DOMINIONS OF THE HIGHER
AND LOWER HEAVENS OF THE EARTH FOR THE PAST

TWENTY-FOUR THOUSAND YEARS
( S’ come idea of the field covered by Oahspe may be formed from the
fact that it gives a detailed account of the origin of man upon the earth, the
origins of all the great systems of religion, besides that of mythologies of the
different races, the origin and derivations of languages, the causes of the rise and
fall of civilization and enlightenment, the origin of the different races of men
and prophecies in relation to the future. Many of these prophecies have been
fulfilled during the half century since the book was written. OAHSPE was
first published 54 years ago. It has been out of print for several years and old
copies are almost beyond the reach of the common run of people. The new
edition, 890 pages, 94 illustrations, bound in blue fabricord—$5.00.

THE OCCULT BOOK
1900 North Clark Street

MART

Through the Veil!
The veil of death does not close out
the expressions of our Loved Ones.
They can and do return to earth once
more.

Death Is a Graduation
Those on the “ other side” of life
advance and learn the truths of Nat
ural Laws. They return and teach these
Laws to earthly men. Read of these
Laws. Learn of the Philosophy of
Eternal Life.
,
12 Big Issues, only 50 cents. Money
order or coin. Subscribe N O W .

Desk D

TH E S P IR IT U A L -H E R A L D
677 Seiden St.
Detroit, Michigan

Chicago, Illinois

S U B S C R IB E T O D A Y — A N D R E A D T H E O C C U L T D IG E S T

A re You Missing
ANY ISSUES OF YOUR

O C C U L T D IG E S T ?
A REQ U EST FOR C H A N G E O F ADDRESS must reach us at least thirty
days before the date of issue with which it is to take effect. Duplicate copies
cannot be sent to replace those undelivered through failure to send such ad
vance notice. With your new address be sure also to send us the old one,
inclosing if possible your address label from a recent copy.

Make THE OCCULT DI6EST popular

If you are our July Inventory has
released many single copies of the
years of 1926, '27, '28, '29, '30, '31,
'32, '33 and '34.
Let us know which issue you are m issing;
we may have it. Copies, 15c.
TH E O C C U L T DIG EST
1900 N. Clark St.
Chicago, III.
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S leepers
f
AW AKEN l
Y ou,

who seek to unveil the secrets of
subconsciousness ;

THE

SE C R E T S OF H A N D W R IT IN G
REVEALED

Send several lines o f your ow n handw riting— preferably som ething you have already w ritten.
Com m unications without nam e and address will not be answered. Address Grapho-AnalyBia,
The Occult Digest, 1900 N . Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois

Your Handwriting Analyzed

By Knute O. Holm

Y ou,

who seek the answers to life’s prob
lems ;

Y ou,

who seek Union with your Divine
Self;

L isten

to the Voice of Experience!

TAROTA teachings are genuine Esoteric
traditions which have been passed from
Adept to Adept down through the ages. They
lead to Illumination and Liberation.
Write for free prospectus

T

A

R

O

T

A

BOX 155, EAST PASADENA, CALIF.

“ Good Morning, God!”
The Book Nobody Can Buy I WHO am I ?
W HAT is L ife? WHERE is God? An
swered in the light of a dawning New Age,
now at hand. Most entrancing message of
the century to a perplexed, despairing
world. The Booklet i9 NOT FOR SALE.
It is sent as a free g ift to every subscriber
to

H.L.W.— The “ p” shows you possess
initiative and you desire variety in
life, yet you are not as active as you
could be. You could succeed as a proof
reader, neologist, research writer, ref
erence librarian, extension librarian;
try to affiliate yourself with some so
cial or philanthropic organization.
F.B., 111.— The speed of the script
proves you possess a lot of energy. As
a result, you prefer to handle matters
in volume rather than to bother with
details. You have strong will-power
and there is force in your determina
tion. Still you can be deliberate when
necessary.
H.A.S., Ohio— That you possess a
mind that is unusually forceful is
clearly indicated. The “ n” also proves
you are critical and analytical. The
result is you are capable of going deep
ly into things. However, you are also

HUMANITY MAGAZINE
Monthly— No publication in existence like
it. Edited by a farmer, on a ranch in the
shadow of the Rockies. Battling for a
New America, a CIVILIZED Civilization,
forever freed from Ignorance, Poverty and
Greed. It may make you laugh or cry—
IT W ILL MAKE YOU THINK. $1.00 per
year with the FREE booklet. Morton Alex
ander, Editor. Arvada. Colo.

very wilful and this is a detriment to
your personality.
E.R.H., 111.— A sympathetic nature
shows in the condition of the writing.
You like people, but are cautious when
choosing your intimate friends. Gen
erosity is also disclosed, but you resent
being imposed upon.
L.M.B.A., Minn.— Your determina
tion is still good and a strain of per
sistence strengthens it. The letters
prove you are capable of doing things
well. Creative ability and skill in the
use of the hands is shown. Have you
ever tried making paper flowers, work
ing with art goods or something simi
lar? You have talent for it.
H.O., Texas— There is no doubt you
are a natural organizer. You have fore
sight and an unusual ability to plan
things. However, you are irritable and
if you are not careful this will arouse
the resentment of others.

cJyoiv
IS Y O U R C H A N C E

S T U D Y F O R TH E DE G R E E
of Doctor of Psychology (Ps.D .
Doctor of
Metaphysics (M s .D .), or Doctor o f Divinity
(D .D .) by correspondence in the quiet ©f year
own home.
Write for further information.

The College of Divine Metaphyeics, Ine.
Dept. 8, 2811 N. Illinois Street
IN D IA N A PO LIS , IN D IA N A

W e still have a fe w rem ainders o f T h e P s y c h ic
P ow er

m agazine — p u blish ed in 1923.

L o o k over

the con ten ts and ju d g e fo r y o u r se lf the w ealth o f
K n o w le d g e th ey contain. T h ere are nine fo rty -e ig h tpage m agazines (a ll n ew ) equal to a boun d volu m e
o f 400 pages in list o f con ten ts b e lo w :

KOSMAN ERA FOUNDATION
O r g a n iz ed 1898

Box

5S5, Colorado

(S e n d f o r F R E E B o o k l e t )

THE POWER OF PERSONAL MAGNETISM
(HOW ATTAINED)
By Y A C K I

R A IZ IZ U N

A wonderful little book aiding you in the develop
ment of your own power* of concentration.
Contain* Breathing and Physical exercises—teaches
you the development of the W ill and contains general
information unexcelled in any other work oo the sub
ject of Personal Magnetism.
W hile

they

la s t .................................................................... 35e

T h e O c c u lt B o o k M a r t
1900 N. C L A R K

®

8T.

Contents

Springs, Colo.

C H IC A G O

C h ristia n E soteric

■

A treasury of information for the student of Occultism, including
an Elementary Course in Applied Psychology by Clarence H. F o s
ter. Dr. W . M . K e e le r tells how to develop Spirit Photography.
John Bertram Clarke’s Treatise of the Mind is accompanied by a
chart covering Planet Signs, Relative Time, Color Key, Chemical
Elements, Order, Mystic, Type, Number, Name, Mind, Aura, and
Effect. Articles on the Subconscious Mind— How to Use the
Ouija Board — Occult Phenomena Among the Lower Races — Is
Psychic Sight a Gift or a Development? — Emotions and Vibrations
— Chemistry, the Proof of the Existence of Spirit — Magic of Num
bers — Phrenology — Do the Dead Really Live? — and many articles
of Vital interest to every thinking mind.
Unbound, $1.50

Bound, $4.00

A monthly magazine with modern restate

ments of age-old Christian inner teachings on
higher Mental and Spiritual unfoldment, and
methods to increase and transmute the vital
and magnetic energies in man for supreme
achievements. Write for sample copy. Esoteric
Fraternity, B-2, Applegate, Calif., U. S. A.

T H E

O C C U L T

1900 NORTH CLARK STREET

B O O K

M A R T

CHICAGO, ILLINO IS

January,■ 1937
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GAZING CRYSTALS

A S T R O L O G Y
Your Question Answered by A strology

By Haasan Osiris

One question only answered. E nclose full birthdate, place and hour o f birth. Question
should pertain to yourself and n ot to som eone else. Comm unications w ithout nam e and address
will not be answered. Address A strologer, The O ccult Digest, 1900 N . Clark Street, C hicago, 111.

N. Y.— You have talent in
both lines, hut a stringed instrument
will bring you quicker and greater sueC6SS.

H.L.W., N. C.— You will regain all
those things and more. The coming
year brings you contact with people
who aid you to recover yourself as well
as friendships and money.
C.B., Texas— Yes. Opportunity for
marriage comes in 1938. An opportu
nity in 1937 is unfavorable.
M.P., Pa.— According to your stars
it is perfectly safe to proceed with the
operation as advised by your physician.
You are not too old for such an opera
tion. It will likely be a great success.
L.L.L., Ohio— For certain you should
forego that marriage. It would end on
the rocks within six months.
P.E.B., Fla.—-The result of your ven
ture would be successful. You will have
an immediate acceptance.

H.V.M., Mo.— The events you give
place your birth at about 10 A. M.
Have a progressed horoscope cast for
that time and check results.
M.S.D., Cal.— Astrology is surely
fortunate for you. You will attain im
portant mention as an astrologer.
G.E., 111.— That proposition is no
good; you will know it by the time this
is published. Another one that is fa
vorable will come in its place soon.
F.F.H., Ind.— I told you earlier in
the year your political party would
lose; you should have made a change
then. No improvements are shown now
until September, 1937.
R.W.F., Wis.— Snap out of it. Get
interested in someone else. An inter
esting love affair this spring.
P.L., La.— Memphis is very fortu
nately located for you. You should suc
ceed with your venture there beyond
your expectations.

Imported from C zech oslov a k ia
(Solid Glass Balls)
2 inch Diam eter .....................
E ach $2.00
2% “
“
“ 2.50
3
“
“
“ 3.50
3% “
“
“ 4.50
4
“
“
“ 6.00
5
“
“ 10.50
6
“
“
__________________ “
16.00
Bakelite base, holds all sizes........ “
.60
C oncentration ru g, 6 x 6 in............. “
.50
Glass Pedestal stand, 3 in................ “
1.00
Glass Pyram id stand, 2 in .............. “
1.00
Ouija Boards, hardw ood.................. “
1.60
Crystal Gazing Booklet, 15 pages “
.50

We pay postage on all above prices
You pay all C. O. D. Fees
Send for free leaflet on th e a rt o f
Crystal Gazing
J. M . SIM M ON S & CO.
19 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, 111.

INSTANTANEOUS

SUCCESS
T h e most astounding book ever published.
Gives directions how you may immediately
alter the course o f your life so that you
may w in quick recognition in society and
business, increase your incom e and attain
that portion o f prosperity you have a right

Experience of Chas. McDermott —
the exact responsibility of each indi
vidual and his relationship to the cause.
In the last analysis the individual is
given an opportunity carrying a de
gree of mastership to reconstruct their
life—to choose, so to speak, the inter
ests they are best fitted for. Being very
fond of music and art I decided to in
vestigate and determine, if I could, the
basic principles which gave to one man
seemingly more gifts than to another,
and I found this law—that man is a
triune being. He is born symmetrically
perfect. He possesses all the elements
— all the colors— all the sounds in the
universe. Through his sight—through
his ears and his touch, he fashions and
brings into concrete form the image he
is able to master—be they many or be
they few. Physical defects, physical en
vironments which hinder progress, do
so only when physical comprehension
dominates. This is the answer to the
many questions which stand out con

(Continued from page 4 )

cerning the human race. You have the
master musician—you have the master
artist, and you have the master crimi
nal—all hostages of the physical en
vironment under the influence of one
which one might term the animal mind,
yet each life independent and free, pro
duces only that which is perfect in Life,
freed from the handicaps.
Each life rejoices in its freedom and
seeks its counterpart in the great sym
phony of Life, searching the harmonies
of Life and the perfecting of desires to
become one with the stupendous whole.
The world of pain has no comprehen
sion of the magnitude of Life to those
who seek the understanding and the
harmony of the great universal law. I
am free because I sought the greaterunderstanding of Life. I remain free be
cause I still seek the greater understand
ing of Life. I shall always be free be
cause I shall continue to seek the greater
understanding of Life.

to expect.
Fourteen stupendous chapters o f magnetic
inspiration which w ill open the way to suc
cesses that have hitherto been closed to you.
W ritten in simplified text that is easy to
understand.
Put the powers that are all around you to
work. Y ou w ill be amazed with the tremen
dous possibilities which open to you after
you study this book.
Gives

definite instructions with dates fo r

various activities. T his is not a lecture, but
an actual education that can be mastered in
a fe w hours and put to w ork at once.
First edition go in g fast. Get yours now .

Price only $1.00
Remit by Post Office M on ey Order only

PARAGON PU B LISH IN G CO.
A P T . 5-B , 719 G R A C E S T ., C H IC A G O , ILL.

If your News-dealer won’t handle
THE OCCULT DIGEST, send direct
to the Publishers— 1900 N. Clark
Street, Chicago, Illinois. Choose
one of the premiums offered on
another page

MAN

The

Grand

Symbol

of

the

Mysteries

A New Book— by Manly Hall— the great explorer of ancient mysteries
235 pages of Wisdom— 64 illustrations. This author needs no introduction to our read
ers. This edition limited to one thousand copies.
8x10— Beautifully hound........................................................................................ Three Dollars
THE OCCULT BOOK MART
1900 N. CLARK STREET _________________________C H I C A G O
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Bringing Your Stars to Y o u —
Japan
The lust for expansion spurs this
country into many mistakes. The Em
peror has a bad horoscope and will
have some serious things to overcome
at home and abroad. Earthquakes,
floods, typhoons or other elemental dis
turbances work havoc with this nation
at times through 1937. The world will
be sympathizing with Japan one minute
and censoring it the next.

“ Know thyself,” said one o f the
wisest men of ancient Greece, but
even now — after 2,500 years — few
people know their own possibilities
in any direction •— business, profes
sional or social. W e D O K N O W
that one man or woman steps for
ward, assumes responsibilities and
GETS RESULTS, while another
hesitates, gropes, stumbles. The prin
cipal difference is that one has found
the way to delve into his untouched
mental resources, bringing forth a
wealth of understanding and vigor
that assures greater achievement.

WORLD OUTLOOK
January, 1937
Many valuable improvements occur
through the United States. The work
of Congress will be speeded up and
wide-felt laws will be passed amid
cheering and complaints. The weather
is severe in some parts, but some sec
tions, which experienced severe winter
last year, will not suffer so much this
year.
Europe has some terrific scandal to
answer for. An ultimatum is announced
to the world by Central powers of the
Continent.
England goes quietly ahead with ex
tensive plans and will announce no
drastic measures until after the
coronation of the King.
Money conditions the world over are
better. Travel is extensive. Prosperity
seems to beckon the world to new
heights of ambition. Some few aviation
casualties are indicated. Sudden news
from South America startles the world.

Men and women everywhere are solving
T O D A Y ’S problems successfully by applying
vital principles known to ancient philoso
phers. These principles — unknown to most
people because they have been kept from the
masses who would misuse the wisdom — are
available to you through association with the
Rosicrucians (not a religious organization).

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
Find out about this fascinating way to
greater Personal Achievement— it might make
startling changes in your future success and
happiness. Address: Scribe R.M .P.

R O S IC R U C IA N S
£ A M O R C ]

San Jose

California

TRUMPETS
3-piece a lu m in u m ........................ Each
3-piece fibre ...........................
O riginal Planchette, hardwood.™ "
Mediumship booklet, 31 pages_ “
A strology Course, 41 pages........ "

$2.75
“ 2.75
2.00
1.00
1.00

We pay postage — you pay C. O. D. Fees
We buy used occult books

ARIES

(For those born between
Mar. 21-April 19)

J. M . SIM M ON S & CO.
19 W . Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, 111.
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“ ORDER OF KRISHNA” jjj
More ancient than the Masonic,
jj|
jjj
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Rosicrucian and other Mystic Orders—In the Land of the Yogis.
If interested and drawn to us
please apply to
THE

LATENT LIGHT CULTURE
TinneveUy, India

THAT IMPELLING SOMETHING
I f you want a book that w ill compel you to think—
tend 35c In coin or atampi fo r T H A T IM P E L JJ N Q
S O M E T H IN G by th# lato Delm ar Eugene Croft.
S ix ty -fou r pages o f the moat com pelling llteraturo
that was erer your opportunity to own. When thia
remainder ia exhausted, no more are to be had.

THE OCCULT BOOK MART

IS00 N. Clark St

Chluft. III.

JANUARY, 1937
For the Zodiacal Signs
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Unexpected gains. Sudden trips. Fa
vors from friends and others. Improve
ment in income. News of illness and
bereavement. Revival of old ambitions.
Success in your undertakings. Good for
beginning new things. Social or pro
fessional recognition some way.
TAURUS

(For those born between
April 20-May 20)
Sudden improvements in income.
Greater opportunities for success.
Idealistic home life. Offer of a trip.
Discarded hopes will be revived.
Chances to earn more money. Likely a
new source of income is presented.
Happy conclusions to delayed ambi
tions.
GE M IN I

(For those born between
May 21-June 21)
Dawn comes. Relief from unhappy
conditions of the past. Much more ac
tivity in every way is shown. Popu

(Continued from page 18)

larity among friends. Hopes are re
vived. Ambitions soar. Opportunity for
trips. Happy termination to some
friendship affairs. Improved health and
courage.
CANCER

(For those born between
June 22-July 22)
A time to rest and relax. Plan noth
ing important. Shun arguments. Make
no drastic changes. Stick to usual
routine. Avoid melancholia and worry.
Overcome nervousness and irritable
tendencies. Prevent accidents in traffic.
Postpone travel. Ask no important
favors.
LEO

(For those born between
July 23-Aug. 22)
Subjective influences seem to hold
you in their grip. Do not squirm. Re
sign yourself to a month of common
place events. Postpone urgent things.
Avoid accidents in travel: delay trips
if possible. Minor expenses come up oc
casionally: not heavy ones, though.
Guard health.
VIRGO

(For those born between
Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Hopes mature. Gains and increases
come through personal industry. Take
advantage of travel opportunities. En
gage in new things. Promote those
things nearest your heart. Thrills in
friendships. Happy home conditions.
Surprise visits. News by mail. Good
health.
LIBRA

(For those born between
Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
The staid influences of the past are
relieved. New courage possesses you.
Romance and adventure look encourag
ing. Offers of new work or increase in
income. Happy personal and social life.
Favors from those in Office above you.
Mix with the public more than usual.
SCORPIO

(For those born between
Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Slightly disheartening influences pre
vail. Take no risks or chances with
health. Strive to keep cheerful. Over
come a gloomy mental attitude. Safe
guard your health by strict hygiene.
Do no speculating. Have patience with
others. Overcome critical attitudes.
SAGITTARIUS

(For those born between
Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Will be inclined to go to extremes in
feelings and actions. Beware of hasty
decisions. Guard your speech. Protect
reputation. Shun all arguments and
misunderstandings. Mix with happyminded people. Investigate the occult
( Continued on page SO)
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TH E
GREAT
P Y R A M ID ’S M ES
SAGE TO A M E R IC A — By Frederick
Haberman. Published by The Kingdom
Press, St. Petersburg, Fla. This book will
be found very interesting and enlighten
ing to the layman who has a limited knowl
edge of symbolism. Much of its prophecy
has been fulfilled and much more remains
to be fulfilled. Reasoning from the past
to the present is easy but to reason from
the present to the future is a different
task for the everyday man of the world.
W e have in the gift of prophecy the an
swer which enables us to plan the future.
Art paper ........................................................60c
TH E SCU LPTU RED C O U R T E SA N —
By Ben Field. Published by Dorrance &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa. The Sculptured
Courtesan brings you to a world of poetic
revelry— poems of sentiment and life—
mystical and philosophical poems — also
poems of travel and nature. A traveler
to many far countries, Mr. Field’s ex
periences and work have given him a wide
range of vision from which he deftly cre
ates the thought forms of his creative
verse. “Silent at Sixty,” “The Sign of the
Ultimate,” “Music” and “Return” are gems
that stand out in Ben Field’s book of
poems. Cloth ..............................................$1.50
SPIRITISM A N D TH E B EG IN N IN G S
O F C H R IS T IA N IT Y — By James Russell
Lowell Morrell. Published by the author,
Goodland, Indiana. The author of these
two booklets has clearly set forth a com
parative history of Christianity and Spir
itualism in which he leaves no doubt in
the minds of his readers concerning his
findings in history, calling to the readers’
attention astounding facts which in our
opinion will make history for the future
generations. Two booklets...................... $1.00
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TH E G O L D E N TR U M PE T— Book I—
TH E PRO PH EC Y— By Rev. John T. Lil
lie. Book 2— TH E K E Y TO F U L F IL L 
M E N T — By Jos. E. and Wm. J. Knight,
co-authors. Published by The Golden
Trumpeter, Columbus, Ohio. In these
books the authors have set before the pub
lic the great, vital truth underlying the
early history of Christianity, setting a new
record in philosophical works by the clear,
concise and logical portrayal of their
thoughts. The clear, historical record, fol
lowed by instructions for the development
of Psychic unfoldment may well place
“The Golden Trumpet” on the reading
table of choice books..............................$2.00
SC IENTIFIC L IV IN G — Devolution and
the Super-Man— By Jacob Goldwasser,
N.D., O.D., Ph.D. Published by The Pana
ma American Publishing Co., Panama. The
doctor has set forth in this book a table
filled with many viands— a thought for
every mind— a remedy for every ill— a gov
ernment for every land— a cloak for every
need— a law for the lawless and an open
door for the weary or the fugitive; in
short, he has instituted a panacea for every
erstwhile trouble the flock is heir to. He
tells you what to do and what not to do
and says to the reader— it is up to you
to regenerate yourself. Art paper....... $2.00
TH E H IST O R Y OF SRI C H ID A M B A R A M -R A M A L IN G A SW A M JI. His
Life Work and Mission— By T. V . G.
Chetty. Published by The Central Co-op
erative Printing Works, Ltd., Chintadripet,
India. Profusely illustrated with colored
pictures and charts of great value to the
historian and those interested in the teach
ings of India’s Masters.

TH E K IN G D O M W IT H IN — By Stella
Flowers Hastings. Published by De Vorss
and Co., Los Angeles, Calif. The King
dom Within, written by one of The Oc
cult Digest authors brings to realization
the half thought or the unanswered ques
tion lying dormant in the soul, bringing
as it were, “The Three Fold Path of A t
tainment” into one great seeing eye of
comprehension of the puzzling lessons
which so often confuse and confound. $1.25

TH E T O R C H O F K N O W L E D G E — By
Arthur Findlay. Published by The Psychic
Press, Ltd., London, England. A reply to
the attacks on Spiritualism by the Bishops
of London and Winchester, England. The
field of religious thought covered by the
author is amazing and clarifies the mys
teries loaded upon the people by the
churches. Mr. Findlay gives facts as he
has found them in historical records to
prove his contention of the fallacy of the
Christian religions of today. His compara
tive arguments are most appropriate to the
issues confronting those who are earnestly
seeking to k n o w something about religion
and its attributes, both physical and spir
itual. His proofs of survival after death
are undeniable even to the most confirmed
skeptic; even the scoffer submits to the
Truth that it is his privilege to witness.
A graphic story of the Spirit life is told
in The Torch of Knowledge. It will open
the door of revelation to many now grop
ing in the dark. Cloth.............................. $2.00

T H E N EED FO R A S E C R E T A R Y OF
PEACE— By Frederick Kettner. Published
by the Biosophical Institute. New York
City. A unique pamphlet setting forth the
need, the why and wherefore of the need
and the great benefit to be derived. The
author has set forth very clearly his plan
and invites co-operation in this plan.... 10c

A N IN S P IR A T IO N A L B IR T H D A Y
BOOK-— Compiled by “Brenda.” Published
by The Psychic Press, London, England.
A very unique birthday book with appro
priate excerpts from works of noted au
thors and blank space for notations of
friends’ birthdays. A splendid gift book
for any occasion. Cloth.......................... $2.00

SH A L L W E K N O W O U R FRIENDS
IN H E A V E N ? — By Rev. Charles Leach,
D.D. Published by Arthur H . Stockwell,
Ltd., London, England. The author has
chosen a very constructive and thought pro
voking subject and has dealt with it at
length from a Biblical viewpoint which
leaves the reader in a fanciful frame of
mind and a decided quandary on his lips
— where are the dead who are not affiliated
with any church? Paper.............................50c

r THE
WESTERN
TRADITIONS
T IM E A N D T ID E W A IT F O R N O M AN

Vitalize your life by acquir
ing a sublime Understanding
of the Cosmic Laws which
operate the Universe. Learn,
through having the Plan of
Existence interpreted for
you, how to live a practical,
satisfying and progressive
life.
In the unique Craftsman’s
Booklet of the Mystic Broth
erhood is described the full
activities and aims of this
modern organization teach
ing the science of Truth and
its application to the W est
ern World. It offers personal
fellowship in which your
problems are confidentially
and systematically analyzed.
Send for the Booklet now
— its Message is yours with
out obligation or price.
T H E MYSTIC
BROTHERHOOD
Vasvana, th e Scribe
B ox 439
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T am pa, Fla.

FREE Sample of

REGENERATION
M onthly P eriodical on D IE T and H E A L T H ,
edited b y Dr. W . Siegm eister, Ph.D . One
dollar p er year. L earn about our rem arkable
new dietary experim ents on S O Y B E A N S .
W rite f o r “ M A R V E L S O F T H E S O Y 
B E A N ” (F R E E ) , telling about our S O Y 
B E A N M IL K P O W D E R , protein equivalent
o f m eat, eggs and m ilk. Saves you trouble
o f cooking soybeans, providing their valu
able nutrients in prepared, powdered form .
F o r 5,000 years m illions o f vegetarian
Chinese used soybeans in place o f meat,
eggs and milk.
A sk f o r F R E E booklet, “ DOES A L U M I
N U M K IT C H E N W A R E C A U SE C A N 
C E R ? ” and ask fo r inform ation about our
H E A L T H P R E S S U R E C O OK ER, made o f
enameled steel. W rite t o :
SC IE N T IF IC L IV IN G P U B L IC A T IO N S
Valley Cottage, N . Y .

TO GET LIVE BUYERS
a d v e r tise in
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Handwriting —

F IN O «!
yourH
TRUE PATH
The art of demonstrating the power of
mind over body is now definitely estab
lished in the revolutionary methods of
Self-Realization Fellowship Instruction.
These methods are not based upon the
ory, but are firmly constructed upon
the foundation of Truth and Fact.
Through the study of Self-Realization
you can obtain the super-electricity
which will illuminate all of the dark
pathways of your life. You will have
scientific supervision over your entire
life’s problems. Health will be ever
present, and your days will melt into
long years of ineffable bliss. Send today
for the extremely beneficial book,
“ Highest Achievements Through SelfRealization.”

S E L F -R E A L IZ A T IO N F E L L O W S H IP
Mt. Washington Estates— Dept. 20
Los Angeles, California

FREE 32-PAGE CATALOG
Rare out-of-print books along all lines. All of
Thomas Taylor’s translations; Pascal Beverly
R andolph’s books; Secret Symbols o f the
Rosicrucians hand-painted at bargain price;
Equinox by Crowley, complete sets or odd
volumes.
HERM ETIC PUBLISHING COM PANY
3006 Lake Park Ave., Armour Station
Chicago, Illinois

V IT A - S C IE N C E
A course of instruction in the sci
entific development of individuality
and dynamic personality. In a
series of five lessons. These lessons
are concerned with demonstration
rather than theory, practical re
sults rather than metaphysical
subtilities, and are taught so that
anyone may grasp and practice
them and develop a strong body to
support the awakening dormant
powers of the mind. Postpaid,
price, $2.00.
THE OCCULT BOOK M AR T
1900 N. Clark Street
Chicago, 111.

I f y o u fin d T H E O C C U L T
D IG E S T h e l p f u l a u th o r iz e u s
to s e n d y o u r fr ie n d a s a m p le
cop y.
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(Continued, from page 16)

The finals on the words have a good
deal to do with establishing of the fact
as to whether or not a person is of a
strong or weak character. When the
condition of the finals and the forma
tion of the letters prove that the indi
vidual in question is of a weak nature
it may lead to dissipation because of
the inability to withstand temptations.
There are persons who do not want
to dissipate or commit any mistakes
morally or otherwise. The compactness
of the script or the condition of some
letters may prove that they are so con
servative or cautious that they do not
want to take the risk. Yet, if the con
dition of the strokes is such that it
proves they are victims of sensual de
sires this force may be so strong that
it overcomes their prudence. As a rule
it is powerful desires plus a weak na
ture that cannot lead these forces into
constructive fields that causes the down
fall of most people.
In other people there may be a dif
ferent trait that tends to offset the de
sire to dissipate or in some way lead
an immoral life. The letter “ d” may
show that they possess a very strong
sense of pride. They want to stand
high in the estimation of their friends
and are afraid to do anything that will
reflect upon themselves. If the desire
is strong enough, however, it will over
come their dignity and they will suc
cumb to their secret weaknesses. As a
matter of fact there are people who use
their personal dignity as a cloak under
which they practice their private vice
whatever it happens to be.
As has been mentioned before, the
desire to obtain possessions is often dis
closed in the initial strokes of the words.
Evidence of this trait, however, may
also be found in the body of the words
and the formation of some of the letters.
It may be in the letter “ y” or in the
“ w.” When this trait is highly devel
oped it discloses a grasping nature. If,
at the same time, the formation of the
words or the condition of the writing
discloses a weak and indefinite charac
ter it usually leads to wrongdoing. Such
persons are ruled by an intense desire
to have and possess things but they
are morally weak. As a result they will
steal or cheat or use any other con
ceivable means in order to obtain some-

Thought Storms —
behind our flag. It’s nothing but right
that we should stand on our own ground
while our beautiful emblem waves over
us, but why drag it through the filth
and mire of other nations or take the
youth of our beloved nation and offer
them as sacrifices?
Some people say, “ There always has
and always will be wars as long as the
earth stands.” When we get so far ad
vanced that we think and live right
there will be no wars!
Did you ever go out in your garden
and cut down the thistles and weeds
so that the flowers could grow? Just

thing upon which they have set their
mind. After they have obtained it they
may give it away or sell what they
have gained in order to satisfy the
promptings of another sensual desire.
Persons who are the victims of some
weakness or desire that undermines
their moral stamina are seldom if ever
settled mentally. Their minds are very
much like weather-vanes. They swing
from one thing to the next and the
condition of the base line often proves
that it is difficult for them to form a
real definite opinion about anything. It
is not unusual to find them accepting
the ideas of the persons they are with
at the moment.
When people of this type once start
on the road that leads to moral dissipa
tion it is very difficult for them to turn
back. Their desires drive them on and
their weak nature prevents them from
exerting themselves in the right direc
tion. They naturally find it easier to
go on than to make a decided effort to
better their position. This in spite of
the fact that they often possess talents
that could be developed.
This brings to mind the writing of a
person who called upon us sometime
ago. This particular party possessed
talents that could easily have been
turned into a certain artistic line of
endeavor. As a matter of fact this in
dividual had trained for some time and
under capable instructors but nothing
came of it. In this instance the strokes
in the writing disclosed a tendency to
ward sensual dissipation. The “ m” also
proved that the individual in question
possessed a very rapid mind. As a re
sult the person concerned was, and still
is, of a superficial nature and does not
care to make any decided effort to make
the most of the natural talents. The
formation of the “ n” also showed that
this individual is easi l y influenced
through the passions and emotions. The
crossing of the “t” also disclosed strong
will-power and enthusiasm. These two
traits should have been strong aids in
accomplishing something worth while,
but as it ■was both of these valuable
characteristics were used in connection
with the desire to dissipate. It all proves
that the individual must choose the path
to be traveled and whether or not any
improvements will be made or any weak
nesses overcome.
(Continued from page 8)
in the same way must the weeds in our
brains be cleaned out so that the flowers
of intelligence will thrive and grow. A
wave of spiritual intelligence will come
sweeping over our little world, washing
away the deluding thoughts that have
held us in sway too long. We will then
be able to see clearly, reach forth and
grasp the intellectualism floating about
us in the atmosphere, like the weary
wanderer who quenches his thirst at the
clear cool spring.
We have all been misled, perhaps not
always intentionally, in everyday af
fairs, in politics, as well as in religion.
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Ariadne Saves Theseus —
mapped by them added the light they
had acquired through the work of Arcturus.
Then when the last switch on the cir
cuit was thus closed, a cannon boomed
and millions of lights, suddenly becom
ing incandescent, transformed the grow
ing darkness into a dazzling splendor.
From this marvel of modern science
we can with advantage turn to the first
miracle recorded by St. John, the sig
nificance of which also, we may be sure,
is revealed by its correspondence in the
sky. Virgo, the sign of the mother, is
adjacent to Libra, the sign of mar
riage. And it will be remembered that
the mother of Jesus attended a mar
riage. Servants also are ruled by Virgo
and His mother instructed the servants
to do whatever He should ask of them.
In its annual circuit of the heavens
as indicated by the keeper of the vine
yard, Bootes, it is when the Sun enters
Virgo that the harvest ripens and the
water drawn from the earth into the
grapes swelling on the vine is converted
into juice which is suitable for wine.
The decanate thus pictured by the vineyardist is the earthy decanate of an
earthy sign and thus closely allied to
stone. Virgo also is the sixth sign of
the zodiac. The six waterpots of stone
which Jesus commanded the servants to
fill with water and which he converted
into wine of excellent flavor, indicate
that this event and those transforma
tions within the character of man which
correspond to it are pictured by the con
stellation Bootes.
Thus the turning of water into wine
by the Sun each fall and the miracle
performed by Jesus, both convey a spir
itual teaching. Even steep hillsides and
rocky soil may be utilized in raising
grapes. So also even when circum
stances offer scant footing and hard
rough obstacles are on every hand, it
is possible to cultivate the finest traits
of character.
Jesus did not ask the servants to go
to the village and get some special ma
terials out of which to make the wine.
He used that which already was at
hand. Nor is it necessary for those
who would develop the powers of their
souls to seek special settings or unusual
circumstances. All the materials neces
sary for the finest quality of soul
growth are everywhere present and can
be changed into spiritual qualities of
the finest vintage. In fact, even as the
wine which Jesus formed out of what
happened to be at hand was of finer
flavor than that which had been made
under other conditions, so the spiritual
qualities which are derived from a
proper attitude toward the everyday
experiences of life are of superior qual
ity to those which are acquired through
going into retirement or seeking other
special surroundings which many con
sider so essential to their development.
While the constellation Bootes thus
explains the significance of the miracle
of changing water into wine in six
pots of stone, this does not reveal the
significance of the spear which the

(Continued, from page 17)

Vineyardist holds in one of his hands.
Its meaning can be comprehended bet
ter through a story from the Greeks,
a story also in which a woman, typical
of celestial Virgo, takes a prominent
part.
It seems that in the time of Minos,
second king of Crete, there was a mon
ster, half bull and half man, called
the Minotaur, which as confined in a
celebrated labyrinth. The bull part, of
course, refers to the rule of Taurus
over money; and the man part to the
science and knowledge of the Man,
Aquarius. In modern words, it was
the monster of commercial exploitation.
To keep this monster pacified it was
necessary each year to import some of
the fairest youths and maidens from
Athens for the Minotaur to devour.
Among one such consignment of Athe
nian youths sent to the island was The
seus, who already had been successful in
catching and killing, in his home land,
a wild bull, called the Bull of Mara
thon. He had made up his mind to get
rid of this Cretan monster also; and
it was for this purpose that as Bootes
he carries the spear which is pictured
in the sky.
But just as at the present day the
whole problem of money is involved in
a maze of conflicting doctrines and
opinions from which the most skilled
economists seem unable to free the
world, so a problem of equal importance
to vanquishing the greedy Minotaur was
that of being able to find the way out
of the labyrinth once the monster had
been slain. It was a difficulty which
gravely puzzled Theseus.
It so happened, however, that Minos,
king of Crete, had a daughter, Ariadne,
who fell in love wth Theseus as soon
as he landed on Cretan soil. Pictured
as Virgo in the sky, she had the Virgo
trait of keen analysis. And it was she
who devised the means by which, should
her sweetheart triumph in his conflict
underground, he should not wander
about in the maze of bewildering cav
erns until he starved, but would be able
to find his way back into the light of
day.
She furnished him with a clew of
thread—an incident which to this day
makes the term clew significant of a
hint which followed leads to the solution
of a mystery or an intricate problem—
one end of which she fastened at the
opening of the cave. As he descended the
long tortuous passage he unwound the
thread. As was to be expected, after
a time he encountered the vicious Mino
taur, which rushed suddenly upon him.
But he was armed with the spear, which
still he carries in the sky and after
a terrific battle the monster was slain.
Then came the task of finding his
way back to where his beloved Ariadne
anxiously awaited him. Carefully, as he
walked and as he climbed over jagged
rocks and worked around corners where
the network of passages interlaced, he
reeled in the line, ever following it
(Continued on page 31)

Brotherhoodof Light Lessons
21 Courses

•

210 Lessons

covering every important occult subject.
Price of each lesson, 25 cents, postpaid.

Laws of Medinmship...............................
Astrological Signatures...........................
Spiritual Alchemy.....................................
Ancient Masonry......................................
Esoteric Psychology.................................
Tarot and Numerology............................
Spiritual Astrology....................................
Horary Astrology......................................
Mental Alchemy........................................
Natal Astrology............................ .............
Divination and Character Reading. . .
Natural Alchemy.......................................
Mundane Astrology------; . . . ...............
Occultism Applied to Daily Life..........
Weather Predicting.............................
Stellar Diagnosis and Stellar Healing.
Cosmic Alchemy.......................................
Imponderable Forces...............................
Organic Alchemy......................................
The Next Life............................................
Personal Alchemy.....................................

7 lessons
9 lessons
. 5 lessons
. 13 lessons
. 12 lessons
13 lessons
. 13 lessons
8 lessons
7 lessons
. 16 lessons
. 7 lessons
16 lessons
10 lessons
, 12 lessons
7 lessons
.12 lessons
. 9 lessons
, 7 lessons
. 7 lessons
.10 lessons
10 lessons

We also have the most complete stock in America
o f books on Astrology, Psychic Phenomena, Spirit
ualism. Theosophy, Psychology, New Thought and
Occultism. Detailed list of lessons and catalogue
of ONE THOUSAND AND ONE BOOKS,
mailed free.

The Church of Light, Los Angeles, Cal.
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T H E H E R M E T IC S O C IE T Y , an organiza
tion w orking under the direction o f the True
and Invisible R. R . & A . C .t offers graded
instruction in the A g eless W isdom to candi
dates w ho are duly and truly prepared fo r
M ore L igh t. F o r inform ation address
T H E H E R M E T IC SO C IE T Y
1039 Beiden Avenue
Chicago, 111.
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FOUR NEW BOOKS
TH E STO R Y OF PRO PH ECY— In the
Life of Mankind from Early Times to the
Present Day— by Henry James Forman.
Prophecy is the power to look ahead
through space and time; it is the strang
est, most exciting attribute which the
human mind possesses. W e know of no
better way to tell you what to expect in
this book than to quote the contents.
What is Prophecy?— Something about
Oracles — Peoples touched by Pyramid
Prophecies— The end of the A g e ; Biblical
Prophecy — Medieval Prophecy — Astrol
ogers and Saints— Prophecies concerning
the Popes— The Prophecies of Notradamus
— Europe’s Greatest Prophet — Mother
Shipton, Second-sight and Scotch Seers—
Some Noted German Prophecies— Foretell
ing the French Revolution— The Great War
in Prophecy — Prophecies of Our Own
Times— More Ancient Prophecies— Amer
ica in Prophecy and the Prophetic Future.
339 pages of thrilling interest..............$3.00
DO T H E D E A D R E T U R N ?— SPIRIT
U A L IS M ’S C H A L L E N G E — by Dr. Ed
win Bowers. The most convincing and un
answerable argument yet written on the
subject of Spiritualism.
Spiritualists everywhere will enthuse over
this book— in which a daring and militant
Spiritualist says for them the v e r y th in gs
they would so often like to say for them
selves under the badgering of stupidity and
prejudice.
This book is a challenge to the ig n o ra n c e
and to the s p ir it o f in t o l e r a n c e that de
nies the veritable mountain of evidence
which a b s o lu t e ly p r o v e s survival of per
sonality after the change we call death.
A book that will thrill and inspire every
Spiritualist and a book that ?n u st interest
every man and woman whose mind is open
to the truth— honestly and sincerely pre
sented. Cloth ............................................. $2.00
TH E T R U M P E T SH A L L SO U N D and
T H E Y SH A L L BE C O M FO R TE D —by
Maurice Barbanell. Two very interesting
books from the pen of this gifted author
which will bring comfort to the mourner
and light to the seeker after truth. Writ
ten in a non-technical language which all
can understand, every Spiritualist and every
inquirer will find in these books the knowl
edge which they are seeking.
Price, each ................................................... $1.25

Y O U R A N IM A L S A W A IT Y O U —
Would Heaven be Heaven to you if no
animal life existed there? To us who have
loved pets it would not be Heaven. This
little book, dictated by a spirit guide, tells
you of the reunions between those who
were lovers of animals and the pets they
had loved and thought they would never
see again. Read how they live in that land
of Love and Light. Beautifully bound in
green and gold..............................................$1.00

THE OCCULT BOOK MART
1900 North Clark S t.

Chicago, Illinois

Bringing Your Stars to Y o u —
and unravel
around you.
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CAPRICORN

(For those born between
Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Sudden changes for the better. Pe
culiar events. Strange or mysterious
news by mail. Offer of promotion. Pos
sibly offer of partnership. Last part
of month may bring some unexpected
confusions. Guard health then. Be care
ful about signing papers or agree
ments.
AQUARIUS

(For those born between
Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
Restlessness. Worry over unneces-

sary things. Health may be slightly un
dermined: prevent colds, chills, etc. De
lay important ventures. Slight domes
tic misunderstandings may occur: not
serious, however. Unsteady financial
conditions: some change is noted in
money affairs.
PISCES

(For those born between
Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Productive influences prevail for
you. Make the best of many opportu
nities to use your skill. Investments
turn out well. New ways to earn money
are shown. Favors from superiors or
those above you in station of life. Pro
motion in work. Favorable health.

The Priceless Necklace —
that I, too, saw and heard her and to
gether we again tried to solve a mys
tery. He remarked that he thought the
place must be haunted and that he was
in favor of moving. Needless to say,
neither of us slept that night.
The following morning we related our
experience to our landlady, who, by the
way, is a Spiritualist, and to her it did
not seem such an unusual and strange
event, but rather one that might again
be duplicated. I showed her the re
paired necklace and took it to work
with me, as I wanted the jeweler in
the building where I was employed to
examine it. I related my story to him
and he assured me, after careful ex
amination of the necklace, that human
hands could not have repaired it, for
there was not a trace of where the links
had been united. The chain was a thick

Color of Hand
The normal color of the hand is shell
pink. This color bespeaks a tempera
ment that is hopeful and enthusiastic,
one tempered by common sense and dis
cretion.
A cold white color indicates the tem
perament that is unsympathetic and
often egotistical.
A yellow color indicates the pessi
mistic nature, one who invariably looks
on the dark side of things.
A red color indicates a nature that
is a hard task-master.

(Continued from page u )

one and one that would be very difficult
to repair.
Needless to say that this necklace
soon became the talk of the neighbor
hood. The news of its miraculous re
pair and the visit of my daughter
spread like wild fire.
My son is still living in St. Louis,
where he has employment, and I am
married again and living in Jefferson
City.
I do not know what the future holds
for me. I find myself constantly wish
ing that I might gaze into a crystal and
learn whether or not my beloved daugh
ter will ever return to me. Two years
have passed and she has not returned
again and she perhaps will not do
so, but of one thing I am thoroughly
convinced—that the dead can return in
visible form.

Finger Tips Interpreted —
tips are more alive to feelings, instincts
and impressions than any other type.
In dealing with all classes of tips, the
color of the hand, the texture of the
skin and the consistency of the palm
must be borne in mind.

(Continued from, page 26)

(Continued from page 21)

Texture of Skin
Fine textured skin indicates a re
fined, sensitive, beauty-loving nature,
whereas a coarse textured skin speaks
of a more aggressive, vigorous nature.
Consistency of the Palm
Soft hands bespeak a love of ease,
whereas firm hands speak of energy
and determination.
The energy shown by the consistency
of the hand, as well as a strong thumb,
is necessary to bring out the greatest
possibilities of the individual tips, by
which is meant that a soft hand will
make the Spatulate tip only a lover of
action, not one to indulge in it. A soft
hand will also decrease the force of a
square tip and add much to the idealism
of the pointed tips.
In judging all hands it is necessary
to take into consideration the type head
line as well as the type thumb. .
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“CRANIOPlTHf
is the

G R EATEST DISCOVERY

. . . o f the age ...
ASTROLOGY

BOOKS

1937
ASTROLOGY
READING
BY
THE
“World’» foremost Astrologer.” Thoao who sueco»d play the ram» of lif» with a Master hand
bat they do it scientifically. Men of name,
fame and fortune will tell you it's eesisr to sue*
eeed when your stars art in farorable aspect to
your birthsirn. Our 16-page Forecast tell« you
about all you nesd to know. Month to month
for 1986 It gires exact days, dates, predictions
based on sun, moon and principal planets of the
solar system. Consult it before you make any
change in home or business, lore, marriage, em
ployment, travel, speculation, accidents, health,
etc. Just send your exact birthdate with $1 to
The Occult Book Mart, 1900 North Clark Street,
Chicago.

SEE W H AT ONE DOLLAR W ILL B U Y ! FOUR
books — “ The Great Seal of the United States,
Its History, Symbolism and Message to the New
Age.” — “ Your Fortune in Your Hand,” by Alice
Denton Jennings — “ A Peep Into the Beyond,”
by Margaret Hannan — a Beautiful Story of the
Beyond — and “ Mental Medicine,” a series of
10 lessons, by Dr. H. J. Kofoed. All fo r $1. The
Occult Book Mart, 1900 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

R A P H A E L ’S EPHEMERIS FOR 1936 NOW
Ready. Ephemeris— 50c. Almanac— 40c. Almanac
and Ephemeris combined— T5c. The Occult Book
Mart, 1900 N . Clark Street, Chiaago.

“ CANDLE LIGHT,” A MAGAZINE OF PRACtical Spiritual Psychology. Sample free. Candle
Light, 433 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS
CONSULT A METAPHYSICIAN. W R I T E
fully. Enclose 25c for treatment and literature.
William Peterson, Moraga, California.
HEALING OR
PROBLEMS,
FINANCIAL,
Physical, Mental. Letters only. ($1.00) ten-day
treatment. Ten years of success. Rose Gehm, 76
Johnson Park, Buffalo, N. Y.

BOOKS
P S Y C H IS M
W E H A V E RECEIVED M A N Y CALLS FOR A
Metaphysical Dictionary. We can now furnish
such a book in TH E PATH TO WISDOM by
Richard Lynch. Sixty pages of explanations of
Metaphysical terms. Paper— 50c. Cloth— 81.00.
Also another new booklet by this author— NOTH
ING SH A LL HINDER YOU— You Can Control
Circumstances— They Need not Control You— 25c.
The Occult Book Mart, 1900 North Clark Street.

E V A G. DENNY, MEDIUM. LIFE READING,
Eight questions answered, $1.00. Send date birth.
Absent treatments for Health, Harmony, Pros
perity. Attain your desires. 12 lessons and month’s
help. Fee, $5.00. P. O. Box 52, Anderson, Indiana.
R EV. F R A NK CASEBEER. MEDIUM, W IL L
answer 10 auestiona for ? 1.00 and atamp. Lily
Dale, N. Y .

•

Craniopathy is a relatively new,
proven science, the discovery of
Nephi Cottam, D.C. It is a
basic, efficient and invaluable
method of manipulation, where
by bodily disorders are reme
died and physical health re
stored. Craniopathy uses NO
DRUGS OR OPERATIONS.
Craniopathy treats the cranium,
or head, and offers hope for re
lief because most bodily illhealth may be traced to condi
tions in the cranial case. Crani
opathy may be learned by the
layman and used on himself for
relief. Send today to Dept. M-12
for fascinating FREE book on
Craniopathy, which may be of
priceless value to you.

•
C O T T A M S C H O O L O F C R A N IO P A T H Y , Inc.
National Headquarters
1017 S. Arlington A ve., Los Angeles, Cal.

Ariadne Saves Theseus — (Continued from page 29)
through the darkness, never losing the
sense of its touch.
Great was the joy of Ariadne when
at last he appeared again above the
ground, and great was the joy of the
Athenians who no longer would be com
pelled to sacrifice the fairest youths of
their land to the demands of this hide
ous creature.
But is not every individual faced
with very much the same type of con
flict which confronted Theseus? Very
few, indeed, are free from the attack of
economic necessity. Nor can one re
main passive and expect to remain un
scathed. Financial demands are not to
be ignored; they must be met and it is
better to meet them courageously as
Theseus did, with the spear of critical
analysis which is a weapon specially
designed for those born when the Sun
is in this Bootes section of the sky.
Are we not all confined as Theseus
was, within a labyrinth of conflicting
doctrines? Most of these are blind pas
sages leading nowhere through the dark.
Theories abound, crisscrossing each
other in a network so intricate that
unless one has some clue to guide one
to the light, about all that can be done
is just to wander about amid darkness
and confusion.
The Key-word for the decanate is
Achievement; and the achievements of

Theseus were great; but they were made
possible only by that clew of thread
which is the chief Virgo attribute, that
is, by the power of discrimination. It
is only through exercising the powers
of discrimination to the utmost, only by
following the thread thus discerned
through careful analysis, that gradual
ly one can extricate himself from the
darkness and the confusion of false
paths, to emerge into the full light of
Truth.
It is this faculty which may be used
to guide one through the intricate pas
sages of life, which also can be used
to determine the possibilities of the ex
periences encountered along the way.
Whatever the events that may be at
tracted into the life, it is possible to
convert them into real values for the
soul. The meeting of obstacles may
be used to develop initiative and re
sourcefulness. The losses which occur
may be used to build up fortitude. Dif
ficulties when overcome teach how re
sponsibilities can be carried. And thus
each experience holds a lesson which
can be used in later achievement.
Bearing upon these lessons the teach
ing associated with the constellation is :
From Every Event of Life the Soul
Can Extract Value, Even as the Ver
dant Vine Transforms Indifferent Wat
ers Into Rich and Sparkling Wine.

Psychic Facts
Is there a HEAVEN and a HELL
in the Next World just beyond?
In the Jungle-lands of the living
dead we find those we LOVED and
those we HATED.
WHAT do they think? HOW do
they live ? WHAT are they doing ?
How do their thoughts, acts, and
deeds influence us ?
In this little book of a hundred
pages you find the answer by one
of the world’s best psychics.
Unusual facts on how people live
after so-called death.
Facts you may not want to be
lieve.
Facts you may even dispute.
Y E T , the proof is in these facts.
W H Y NOT know them for your
self?

S W READ "WB

“Journeys Through Space”
By EFTA DANEL80N

Former price, $ 1 .0 0 — N o w , 50c

THE OCCULT BOOK MART
1900 N o rth C lark S treet

C H IC A G O

“ Books are at once the most exquisite,
intimate and the most broadly universal
means of expression. In them is res
toration and repose. In them is the
irresistible call to go on.”
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Tremendous Trifles —
will make men choose with care their
occupations. Had Caligula applied this
one thing I do to his life he would have
lived a life of love and peace and hap
piness instead of hate and murder and
misery. Caligula loved neither God nor
man; he lived to hate and to be hated;
he worked hate and misery into the
lives of everyone near him. His main
form of entertainment was to have vic
tims of his spleen tortured and mur
dered while he dined and drank. He
said that he wished all the Roman peo
ple had but one neck so that he might

(Continued from page 12)

decapitate Rome at a blow. He buiit minds of his people. He was hated be
a bridge of ships to outdo Xerxes and cause he was feared. No one could find
to celebrate the achievement he gave a a reason for loving Caligula because
banquet in the middle of the bridge. he was feared. Love and fear can not
He caused hundreds of his people to incorporate. Where fear is, love is^ not.
gather there to partake of his cheer, If you would have men love you, "do not
and after the bridge was filled he caused inspire them with fear. Fear is a nega
them all to be drowned. This inhuman tive inspiration;- Rather,-^when you deal
monster who lived only to devise new with men, act and think as though this
means for murdering his people, finally one thing you do will be your last mor
met death by assassination. His life tal act. I believe if you think thus, the
had been one of hate and fear; his act and the word is bound to be one of
love not hate.
death was also one of hate and fear.
(Continued next month)
Caligula inspired only hate in the

IMPORTANT
The editors of this magazine will pay you real
money for your opinions on “ Tremendous Trifles,”
,
^ - ,. , .
ul. , , .
•
the eighth installment of which lS published m this
issue on page 12.
$50 will be paid for the best letter submitted on a
group of installments which will be selected for you
to write upon when the series is concluded and the
last one appears in these pages.

NOTICE!
$200 will be awarded for what we consider to be
the best letter on the entire published work of Mr.
Gilbert. Special announcement of the $200 offer
appearg onPoppOBite page of this issue.
Confine your attention for the present to the $50
award for mailing us a short descriptive letter,
This offer is open to all, excepting the personnel
0f ^ e Occult Digest and their families. Reserve
your next issue now.

G ood Books A r e H u m a n ity ’s Greatest Blessing; T hey A r e the G ifts o f tht? M asters

Of Special Interest

T O A D V E R T IS E R S !
THE OCCULT DIGEST magazine offers you an opportunity to place
your product before the eyes of a great portion of the population of
different countries that are not reached through any other publication.
THE OCCULT DIGEST has International circulation— goes into the
best of homes— is read by potential purchasers of every known product
— is not thrown away—is kept as a reference for future time; therefore
your advertisement will remain alive indefinitely.
Many of our advertisers have been with us for years. This fact testi
fies to the merits of THE OCCULT DIGEST as a medium to reach buyers
of your products.
OUR RATES ARE COMPARATIVELY LOW
THE OCCULT DIGEST has a greater percentage of newsstand sales
than any magazine in its class. Advertising rates on application.
WRITE FOR SPACE TODAY

llC OCClllt Digest

1900 North Clark Street, Chicag 0 , Illinois

Announcement Extraordinary

’250”

will be paid in prizes
for the best letters
submitted on

J. John Gilbert, an alumnus of Miami, returns to
us with an illuminating, gloom-shattering serial.

TREMENDOUS
TRIFLES

W A T C H FOR DETAILS O F CONTEST

In June we began the publication of a series of
powerful and human-interest stories by J . John Gilbert,
whose "In Defense of the Devil" in these pages created
such a furore of interest and excitement.
Mr. Gilbert's new work appears under the paradoxical
title, "Tremendous Trifles," consisting of a group of in
vigorating and encouraging stories that will electrify you
and give you a new grip on Life.

Tremendous Trifles 1 is a campaign against worry, despair,
ill health and failure. A reading of the stories as they
appear each month in these pages will make you impreg
nable to failure and other distressing things that disrupt
your life. We consider ourselves fortunate in being able
to obtain the serial rights to Mr. Gilbert's remarkable
new work.

THE SCOPE OF TREMENDOUS TRIFLES
"Tremendous Trifles" demonstrates that the
plishments of Life develop from the balance
ing vision, splendid energy and a healthful
Which are you — an unavailing dreamer or

fine accom
of far-reach
imagination.
an undream

ing doer? Learn how to combine the dreams of the

idealist with the stark and uninspiring realism of the crass
utilitarian, and, by compelling the dreamer to deliberate
action and demonstrating the value of dreams to the un
imaginative realist, forge a certain balance that will make
life a radiant, cheerful and happy experience as a matter
of natural sequence.

WOULD YOU DO GREAT THINGS IF YOU COULD ONLY FIND TIME?
Do you have dreams and ambition but are lacking in
courage and determination? Are you anchored in the
old groove, working at a ¡ob far below you with no
apparent way out? Are you a machinist with aspirations
to forge to better things? So was Henry Ford! Are you
a butcher? So was William Shakespeare! Are you a
drug clerk? So was O'Henry! Are you a factory worker?
So was Caruso! Are you a farmer? So was President
Grant and Woolworth! Are you a barn painter? So was

Harding! Are you a mule driver? So was Garfield!
These men all worked at jobs which you consider your
disheartening groove today, and none of them had a
patent on success. The difference between them and
you is: they did something about getting out of the
groove and vaulted to the heights; and what they did,
you, too, can do if you learn the lesson of courage, de
termination and faith which TREMENDOUS TRIFLES
teaches.

HAVE YOU A POVERTY COMPLEX? TREMENDOUS TRIFLES will knock the props completely out from under it.
ARE YOU OBSESSED BY UNREASONING FEAR?
TREMENDOUS TRIFLES will kill it out. No one can feel,
talk, work, act, rest or think well when fear rules. Fear
isolates one from health, happiness and accomplishment.
It destroys sound judgment and prevents success even in
small things.
YOU NEED the will-power that TREMENDOUS TRIFLES
demonstrates. You need a fixed purpose, a clear vision of
the goal ahead, invincible courage and persistence, a
nature that will scorn defeat and refuse to accept the
rebuffs of Life as final. You need the capacity to react
positively to adverse criticism and unfair attacks, accept
ing them as something beneficial to you. You need to
know how to conserve time, energy and nerves and to

realize that happiness comes with your active desire to
bring happiness to others.
The above describes only a small part of what you can
expect when you read Mr. Gilbert's entrancing new book,
TREMENDOUS TRIFLES. You will not want to miss a
single issue of the series as it appears in this magazine
beginning with the June issue.
Closing date for contest will be announced in a future
issue of this magazine.
Tell your friends to subscribe.
Reserve your own copy TODAY.
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1937 SALE
Published Volumes of THE OCCULT
DIGEST from 1925 to 1933, Inclusive

A COMPLETE

LIBRARY

FOR Y O U

Partial List of C ontents:
In the first volume of T he O ccult
Digest, 1925, we find a very interesting and
educational essay, in several installments,
Messages from the Stars— a detailed ex
planation of The Nineteen Different Types
of People— Outside the Door— The A l
chemy of Color in Your Everyday Life—
Can a Man Sell His Soul?
1926, Volume 2, contains an article on
The Alchemy of Color as a healing thera
peutic— also The Hypnotic Power of Mo
tion— The Psychic Life and Spirit Wor
ship of the Aborigines of Australia— His
tory of the Nature and Origin of Amulets
and Talismans— The Miracles of W ill
Power— The Sacred Pentagram.
Volume 3, 1927, we have The Mystery
Gods of Egypt, or the Survival of the Mys
tic Gods—-The Cypher Key to the Bible
(Facts and Figures)— Perpetual Calendar
Year from 1801 to 1952—-Astrology and
. Planetary Influences— The Birth of Spirit
ualism— The Music of Perfumes.
Volume 4, 1928, begins that great story,
M E N A N D GODS— also a New Occult
Dictionary— Secrets of Mental Magic—
Proof of the Fourth Dimension— Palmistry
in Everyday Life— Can the Dead Talk
With the Living?— Analyzing Humans—
The Secret of Chinese Number Vibrations
— An Occult Adventure.
Volume 5, 1929. A Scientist’s Discover
ies in Mental Telepathy— How to Use
Suggestions in Everyday Life— The Orien
tal Yogi Philosophers— The Eye of the
Mind— A Story of Creation— Read Your
Life in Your Hand— A Scientific Diet for
Nervous People— Psycho-Symbolism— Re
juvenation for You— Occultism Simplified
— Numerical Symbology of the Zodiac—
Numerology and Marriage— Traveling in
the Astral— and some very interesting Oc
cult stories.
Volume 6, 1930.
Psychological Facts

Revelation of New
About the Thyroid

Gland— Intersections of Consciousness—
Zoan’s Curse (a story)— Humanity and the
Psychic Law— One Hour to Live (a story)
— The Mystery of Mind and Mental
Spheres—Developing the Guiding Voice—
Human Body Like Radio System— Black
and White Magic— Mystic Gems of the
Zodiac— Color Vision— The White Dream
— and many other items of interest and
education.
Volume 7, 1931. Through the Gateway
of the Past— The Phantom Aeroplane (a
story)— Healing by Animating the Etheric
Body— Man and His Universe— The Haunt
ed Mine (a story)— Clairvoyance the Next
Step in Evolution— Women of Broader
View— Taps (a Boy Scout story)— Mediumship and the Subconscious—Astrology
Simplified— The Magnetic Mechanism of
the Divining Rod—Guidance for the Initiate
— Mind and Numbers—The Zodiac and
Your Aura— What Dies at Death— Cosmic
Vengeance.
Volume 8, 1932. The Universe at a
Glance— Behind the Mask— The Haunted
Car— Psychology Develops the Latent
Method for Organizing Thought— Magical
Papyri—Depression and the Why— Famous
Hands Analyzed— The Seven Brothers,
wrecks of Dissipation, junk heaps of Hell
— Light as Creative Force— The Promise
(a story)—Complete Course in Astrology
—The Higher Understanding of Life.
Volume 9, 1933. Has Young Genius
Lived Before?—-Your Fortune in Cards—
Occult and Psychic Experiences—-Advanced
Course in Numerology— A Spirit Painting,
an Experience from Life— Hand Writing
Reveals Character— Psychic Surgery; Its
Recognition and Culture— The Temple
Dancers—America; Her Education and
Religion—A Quake Is Born— Phantom
Arms, a story— Do Numbers Rule Our
Lives?— Mystery of the Compass Needle
Solved.
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